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ABSTRACT
One of the goals o f engineering firms is to bring better products to market 
faster. Although concurrent engineering can aid in this endeavor, it requires that all 
areas of an organization work simultaneously. Thus, current product data must be 
accessible to everyone.
Virtual prototyping allows this simultaneous exchange of information. Virtual 
prototyping not only replaces the physical model in product development with a virtual 
model, but also it goes further by allowing data associated with each part of the model 
to be accessed. This data is not limited to just geometric properties but could contain 
other quantifiable properties, such as materials, features, and manufacturing notes. 
Later in the design process, the virtual model could be used for checking for 
interferences and stresses or for running simulations.
The research presented in this dissertation outlines the development of 
software that provides a foundation for developing virtual prototyping software at 
Louisiana Tech University. Microsoft Visual C++ and the Microsoft Foundation Class 
library are utilized for developing this Windows98 application. OpenGL is used as the 
software interface to the graphics hardware. Although C++ is used in writing most of 
the source code, C has to be used when interfacing with OpenGL to display the solid 
models.
iii
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A linked list is used as the data structure for storing the individual objects. 
Geometric information is stored for each object, but the structure is flexible and 
extensible so that other information, such as features and functions, can be added in 
the future. To relate one object to another, a hierarchical tree has been implemented. 
This tree structure allows the user to specify the “parent-child” relationships that exist 
in the model.
Several different file formats are available to the user of the software to save 
and retrieve the objects contained in the model. Foremost of these formats is the DXF 
format that allows the exchange of data between different graphics packages. 
Importing DXF files into the application is the typical means of adding objects to the 
model. The sequential format provided in the serialization process of the Microsoft 
Foundation Class library allows for saving both object and hierarchy data.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the personal computer in the early 1980s, technology 
has changed the engineering profession tremendously. Calculations and drawings 
which once were done by hand and could take days, if not weeks, to finish are now 
completed on the computer in minutes.
The evolution in engineering has not stopped at just making the hand-drawn 
two-dimensional drawings into computer-drawn two-dimensional drawings. 
Advances in computer software and hardware have made three-dimensional virtual 
models on the desktop a reality. Engineers and designers can now view products in a 
virtual world. Likewise, the design and testing of these products have undergone 
changes.
Manual calculations were made manageable by the use of several techniques. 
Among the methods employed were the modification of the problem domain by 
making assumptions which simplified formulas or shapes, the use of nomographs, the 
use of charts and tables of previously calculated results, and knowledge gained through 
practical experience. These schemes have now given way to the numerical analyses 
made possible by the digital computer. Different scenarios o f a design involving
l
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complex governing equations can now be evaluated on a computer in a fraction o f the 
time it used to take to manually perform calculations for a single scenario.
Testing on products also has undergone changes due to the use o f  computers. 
Routine destructive testing of physical models in many situations is no longer 
necessary. Today three-dimensional models can be analyzed on the desktop computer 
more quickly and cheaply than physical models can be constructed and then 
destructively tested.
Software available to undertake each of the above-mentioned areas — graphics, 
analysis, and testing — usually are stand-alone packages for each area. Interchanging 
information between the various packages means that data must be converted to the 
various formats used by the packages. Among the disadvantages of separate programs 
is that these conversions take time and provide opportunities for data loss. 
Additionally, access to the data generated with these programs is typically only 
accessible to one user at a time.
Research Need
One of the general goals for engineering firms is to bring better products to 
market faster. Concurrent engineering can aid in this endeavor. Concurrent 
engineering requires that all areas in an organization, including design, marketing, 
production, and technical publications, work simultaneously on the project. To enable 
all facets o f an organization to work on the project simultaneously, the product data 
must be accessible to everyone [Anon., 1992].
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A portion of the solution to the problem of simultaneous access may lie in the 
use o f virtual prototyping. Virtual prototyping replaces the physical model in product 
development with a virtual model. This virtual model can be viewed graphically on a 
computer screen and the data associated with each part of the model can be accessed 
through the software. As with a physical model, the virtual model can be rotated, 
translated, modified, and tested.
Objectives
The objectives for implementing both a graphical display and a data structure 
for virtual prototyping are threefold in nature. First, a graphic engine will be 
developed which will allow the display of a virtual model defined by a DXF file. Only 
polygonal models are accommodated. Parametric, volumetric, and analytical models 
are not addressed. Second, previous work done at Louisiana Tech University [Dhondi, 
1995] will be incorporated into the graphic engine. Finally, a data structure 
representing systems of objects will be defined and incorporated. The data structure 
should be open and extensible to allow the addition of feature and function data to the 
objects.
Software developed will be written mainly in C++, but C will be used in 
dealing with the OpenGL™ software interface. The development environment will be 
Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 which will allow the use of the Microsoft Foundation 
Class library. A Windows98-based computer will be the output device.
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Methodology
The first phase of this research is to develop a graphic engine that will allow 
the viewing of a virtual model derived from the objects contained in a DXF file. The 
DXF format contained in this file will be a polygonal model consisting o f triangles and 
planar quadrilaterals. The OpenGL™ software interface for developing applications 
using three-dimensional graphics will be the vehicle for displaying the graphics. The 
software will be written using C++ and C. The application will be capable o f running 
on a Windows98 computer.
Incorporating the assembling and disassembling work by Dhondi [Dhondi, 
1995] will be viewed as the second phase of the research. The file formats that 
Dhondi introduced in his thesis work will be incorporated as import and export 
options. Although the intent is to merge Dhondi’s work into this research, most of the 
code will be rewritten to take advantage of the Microsoft Foundation Class library 
available in Microsoft Visual C++. Major modifications to the translation and rotation 
routines also will be accomplished.
The final phase of the research will be to develop and define the data structures 
most appropriate for representing the objects contained in a virtual prototyping model. 
Two different data structures will be used. One will be a linked list of all objects 
available, while the second structure will be a hierarchical tree that will allow the 
capture of the “parent-child relationships” between objects. Testing will be done on 
numerous DXF files.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Deitz [Deitz, 1995] reviews the role that virtual reality has played in 
mechanical engineering and vice versa. Concurrent engineering can be enhanced by 
the use of virtual reality, because “realistic virtual models are easier to interpret and 
interrogate than 2-D drawings or even 3-D solid models.” Virtual models can also 
make it easier for the non-engineer to contribute to the design process. Among the 
many examples that Deitz uses to illustrate the use of virtual reality in mechanical 
engineering is the Boeing 777 project. A complete virtual model o f the plane was 
created, and every night the design teams walked through the model to see the changes 
to the components. This model provided a frame of reference so that engineers and 
designers could communicate.
In an article written for Mechanical Engineering magazine, Lee [Lee, 1995] 
discusses virtual and rapid prototyping using a personal computer. Kinematic/dynamic 
analysis using personal computers enable design engineers to perform tests that cannot 
easily be done in model testing, such as more than one destructive test and “what-if 
scenarios.”
De Fazio et al. [De Fazio, Edsall, Gustavson, Hernandez, Hutchins, Leung, 
Luby, Metzinger, Nevins, Tung, and Whitney, 1993] develop a prototype software
6
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system which implements a feature-based design for assembly. Feature-based design 
can be described as “a technique that permits a designer to express design intent while 
creating the geometry of the product.” Any geometric or nongeometric attribute of the 
discrete part whose presence or dimensions are relevant to the product’s or part’s 
function, manufacture, engineering analysis, use, or whose availability as a primitive 
or operation facilitates the design process can be a “feature.” The system’s purpose is 
as a “decision and design aid for designers interested in concurrent design.”
The focus of Lee and Gossard [Lee and Gossard, 1985] is to represent 
assemblies in a hierarchical data structure. The authors introduce the concept of a 
“virtual link” which is “the complete set of information required to describe the 
relationship and the mating features between the mating pair.” With the introduction 
of the virtual link concept, the assembly data can be stored hierarchically.
Building on Lee and Gossard’s work, Lee and Andrews [Lee and Andrews, 
1985] derive a method for computing the location and orientation of each component 
from spatial relationships imposed on the component in the assembly. Thus, with this 
method, “any assembly can be represented by the spatial relationships between its 
components instead o f by the transformation matrices of each component.”
Roy and Liu’s [Roy and Liu, 1988] objective in their work is to “generate an 
assembly database in which the functional relationships will be established between 
the component parts and their subassemblies for facilitating the future automatic 
generation for assembly tasks, its precedence hierarchy, verification o f different 
assembly conditions, and automatic inspection.” They use a hybrid constructive solid
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geometry/boundary representation to represent each component part of the assembly. 
To build an appropriate assembly-oriented integrated database, a semantic association 
model (SAM*) is proposed.
Beasley and Martin [Beasley and Martin, 1993] investigate disassembly o f a 
limited class of objects. Their research is limited to finding a possible disassembly 
sequence for an object whose parts can be made from collections of unit cubes. Only 
straight-line motions parallel to the axes are possible. A working program is 
implemented in POP-11.
Ko and Lee [Ko and Lee, 1987] discuss a method of automatically generating 
an assembling procedure from a description of the assembly. An assembly is 
described by specifying the assembly’s components and their relationships, especially 
the mating conditions. Analogous to this would be the common practice of a designer 
creating a model of a mechanical component on a CAD system. The commands for an 
NC machine are generated directly to manufacture the component. Problems 
investigated include how to describe an assembly to a computer, how to hierarchically 
structure the components, and how to generate the assembling procedure based on a 
hierarchical tree of components.
Dhondi [Dhondi, 1995] provides the starting point for virtual prototyping 
research at Louisiana Tech. Dhondi’s investigation involves developing software that 
provides for assembling and disassembling objects in a 3-D model. Objects in the 
model are defined using a DXF (data interchange format) file as input. Once the 
objects have been defined in the program, they can be rotated and translated based on
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the hierarchical functionality relationship between the objects. New DXF files can be 
created of the entire hierarchy of objects or of select portions o f the hierarchy. The 
DXF files can then be viewed in a graphics package such as AutoCAD.




To achieve each of the objectives of this research, many decisions have to be 
made in developing the software. Decisions on platform, development environment, 
and graphics interface are important when considering the graphic engine. Because of 
their interrelationships, these factors narrow the choices down considerably. As has 
been noted previously, the application is developed for the Windows98 operating 
system using OpenGL as the graphics interface and Microsoft Visual C++ as the 
development environment. These components will be discussed in the first part o f this 
chapter.
The incorporation of previous work at Louisiana Tech involves several 
different areas. Some prior work can be used with little or no modifications to 
functions already written in C++. A function that copies a matrix is an example o f this 
type of modification. Other functions have to be rewritten to take advantage o f the 
Microsoft Foundation Class library. Still other functions, such as those for translation 
and rotation, must be rewritten completely. The important aspects of this work will be 
reviewed in the second part of the chapter. Additions to the previous work at
10
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Louisiana Tech, such as the user interface and the animation capability, will also be 
discussed in this same section.
Finally, in the third part of this chapter, the data structures that are 
implemented to contain the objects of the model will be discussed. The various 
attributes of the members of these structures will be noted in the presentation.
Microsoft Visual C++
Using Microsoft Visual C++ and its development environment has several 
advantages. Among its tools are the text editor to edit source codes, the dialog editor 
for designing dialog boxes, and the graphics editor for designing interface elements 
such as bitmaps, menus, toolbars, and icons.
Probably the biggest advantage is access to the Microsoft Foundation Class 
(MFC) library. This collection of over 200 classes allows the programmer to construct 
a Windows application utilizing object-oriented principles. MFC provides many tasks 
that are common to other Windows programs, so the code is reusable. It also provides 
an easier way to manage the Windows Application Programming Interface (API) since 
it encapsulates most o f the API into a collection of logically organized classes.
OpenGL
To accomplish the actual display of objects, OpenGL is used. OpenGL is 
essentially a software interface to graphics hardware. With its nearly 150 commands, 
graphics primitives such as points, lines, and polygons can be drawn in three 
dimensions. Besides being able to display primitives, this interface allows the 
programmer to manipulate items such as color, shading, and lighting.
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OpenGL is a procedural graphics language that requires the programmer to 
describe the steps necessary to obtain a certain appearance or effect. This is in contrast 
to a descriptive graphics language where the programmer actually describes the scene 
and how it appears.
Because OpenGL is C based, it is necessary to write functions dealing with 
OpenGL in C. This requirement means that the linked list used for display purposes 
uses a structure, instead of the usual class prevalent in C++. This also means a few 
global functions have to be used. To provide modularity to the code, the C portion of 
the code is isolated from the C++ portion as much as possible.
ASCII Drawing Interchange Files
The internal representation of data in individual graphical packages takes on 
many different forms. Autodesk has designed the ASCII “Drawing Interchange” file 
format (DXF) to assist in the interchange among the assortment of graphical software. 
Most CAD applications, such as AutoCAD and CadKey, have provisions for 
importing and exporting DXF files.
The DXF file is comprised of a sequential listing of data groups. Each group 
consists o f two lines of ASCII text. The first line is a single integer value used as a 
reference code to identify the data value on the second line. The second line is a data 
value that can be an integer, floating-point, or string value. This scheme allows a DXF 
software decoder to easily skip and ignore data groups not recognized [Brown and 
Shepard, 1995].
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The DXF file structure is organized into four distinct sections with a final end- 
of-file statement.
1. HEADER section: Settings of variables associated with the drawing are 
contained in this portion of the file. The virtual prototyping software 
currently ignores this section of the imported DXF file. The software does 
not include this section when exporting to a DXF file.
2. TABLES section: In this section, definitions of named items are specified. 
Tables are defined for items such as linetypes, layers, text styles, views, 
user coordinate systems, and viewport configurations. This section is used 
when importing a DXF file to retrieve the names of the objects. This 
section is also used to place a table of the objects in the export DXF file.
3. BLOCKS section: This section is ignored in importing and exporting DXF 
files. It is normally used to describe the entities comprising each block in a 
drawing, but the virtual prototyping DXF decoder neither handles nor 
anticipates having blocks in an import file.
4. ENTITIES section: Drawing entities, including those having block 
references, are placed in this section. For the virtual prototyping software, 
this section provides the color and coordinates for each face of an object.
5. END OF FILE: This is the final statement included at the end of the DXF 
file.
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Part Functionality Files
In this research, a pre-deflned path is required for each object in the assembly 
and disassembly processes. This path is used when the object is moved. Also, child 
objects must move along with the parent object if required. The hierarchical tree 
described at the end of this chapter handles the “child-parent relationships” when the 
application is running, but a file format is required to communicate these relationships 
with other programs. The relationship file format handles this chore.
The capability of locating the position of an object relative to its original 
position at any given instance allows the program to accomplish the disassembly and 
assembly of the model. The definition file format allows the user to save and recall 
the points necessary for these processes. It is necessary to look at these hie formats in 
greater detail.
Relationship Files
The hierarchical relationship between objects can be defined in the relationship 
file. Dhondi developed the relationship file format during his research. The 
relationship file has a “fun” extension.
The relationship file consists of three sections, one section for each of the 
relationships that a child object can have with a parent object. The first section, or the 
TRANSSEC section, consists of the translational-only relationships, specifically that 
the child object does not rotate, but translates in a straight line as the parent moves. 
The second section TRANSROT is comprised of the child objects having both
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Definition Files
To store data that can be utilized to help determine an object’s location with 
respect to its original position, Dhondi’s research required the development of a 
definition file format. The definition file with its “def ’ extension combines with the 
relationship file to give the location of the object relative to its original position.
The definition file stores six points for each object. Each point consists o f x, y, 
and z coordinates. As an example, a cuboid could have the points shown in Fig. 3.2.
P2
Axis o f ro to tion
PO PI
D irection  o f  travel
PO
(°) (b)
Fig. 3.2. Points P0-P5 for a Cuboid
For reference, the origin is the point (0, 0, 0) of the global coordinate system. 
To calculate the distance traveled by an object along the direction of travel, the 
distance between the origin and the point PO that gives the present position o f  the 
object must be known. The origin and a point PI that is along the direction of travel 
define the direction of travel. For any direction of travel not passing through the
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origin, the direction of travel vector is taken as a parallel line to the direction o f travel, 
but with the first point as the origin.
Also passing through the origin, an “up” vector is defined perpendicular to the 
axis o f rotation. This vector joins the origin and point P2. In the disassembled 
condition, point P3 will store the original “up” vector, while in the assembled 
condition, point P2 will store it. Therefore, if  an object is rotated, point P2 will be 
rotated around the axis of rotation given by points P4 and P5 by the angle entered by 
the user. The new point derived by this rotation will become point P2.
The rotation angle is defined as the angle between the original “up” direction 
vector and the rotated “up” direction vector. Joining the origin to points P2 and P3 
forms these vectors. To assemble objects, the point PO is transformed to the origin and 
the point P2 is rotated back to P3. Therefore, the object is moved by changing points 
PO and P2 [Dhondi, 1995].











Fig. 3.3. Definition File Format
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Translation and Rotation of Objects 
Linear transformations in three-dimensional space are represented as square 4 x 
4 matrices. A point in space relative to a fixed coordinate system will be considered to 
be a four-rowed column vector.
Looking at the general case o f a linear transformation on points in the three- 
dimensional space, a point at location (x, y, z) is transformed to its new location (xj, 
yi, Z[) according to the following four equations:
(3.1) x, = Aux + Any-i-A l3z  + Au
(3.2) y t = A 2lx  + A22y  + A23z + A24
(3.3) ^ j =  A31 x  + A32 y  •+• A-3 z  +  A24
(3.4) 1 = Ox + Oy + Oz +1
These equations may be written in matrix format as shown below:
(3.5)
V 4 . A n A n A u ~ V
T , a 2I A n A » a 24 y
- i A t,\ ^32 3^3 a 34 -0 _ 0 0 0 1 _ U J
Translation of Objects
The translation of a point requires several steps to be taken. The following 
summarizes these steps:
1. Given the initial point and the distance it has moved in the direction of 
travel, the x, y, and z displacements of the point can be calculated.
2. Using the displacements, the transformation matrix is found. Suppose the 
initial matrix is an identity matrix, then the transformation matrix will
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P (C x , 0 ,  d )
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.4. Rotations Required to Make Vector Coincident with Z-Axis.
(a) Rotation about X-Axis (b) Rotation about Y-Axis
Proceeding on to the steps involved in the rotation:
1. In the first step, the first point (xo, yo, zo) is translated to the origin so that 
the axis of rotation passes through the origin. This transformation is given 
by T below. The inverse matrix given by T 1 will be used in Step 5.
'1 0 0 ~ xo~ ~1 0 0 *o~
0 1 0 -To T -x = 0 1 0 To
0 0 1 ~ -o 0 0 1 z o
0 0 0 1 _0 0 0 1
2. The next step consists o f rotating about the x-axis by an angle a .  The 
result of the transformation Rx is that the axis of rotation becomes a line 
passing through the point (cx, 0, d) and lying in the x/z plane. The inverse 
matrix given by Rx'* will be used in Step 5.
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'1 0 0 0" "l 0 0 0‘
0 cos a — sin a 0 _i 0 cos a sin a 0
0 0 Rx = 0 0sin a cos or — sin a cos a
_0 0 0 1_ 0 0 0 1_
R. =
3. The third step consists of rotating about the y-axis by an angle p. After this 
rotation, the axis of rotation is now along the z-axis. The inverse matrix 
given by Ry'1 will be used in Step 5.
R> =
co s(-J3) 0 sin(-/?) 0
0 1 0 0
-  sin(—P) 0 cos(—/?) 0 
0 0 0 1
cos(—P) 0 — sin(-/?) 0
R =
0 1 0 0
sin(-/?) 0 cos (-/?) 0
0 0 0 1
4. The fourth step consists of rotating by an angle 0 about the axis o f rotation 
by using Rq below.
Ra =
cos# - s in #  0 0
sin# cos# 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
5. The final step is to multiply by Ry'1, Rx*1, and T 1 to return the axis of 
rotation to its original position.
Now we can see that combining these five steps will develop a final matrix P 
which will rotate points by an angle 0 about a general axis. The final matrix is given 
as P = [T] [R J [Ry] [Ra] [Ry] [R J •' [T ]1.
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Data Structure
The final goal o f this research is to define and incorporate a data structure for 
the objects that will be open and extensible to allow the addition of attributes, such as 
features and functions, at a later date. Because OpenGL is a library of C functions, the 
data representation chosen is the struct.
Previous work by Dhondi utilizes arrays in dealing with the objects. Dhondi 
requires the programmer to set a limit to the maximum number of objects. This 
number is used to set the limit of the arrays. The index number of the array maps the 
array member to a particular object.
In Dhondi’s research, no grouping of attributes is provided. The capability to 
group attributes is one reason this research utilized the struct feature of C. The struct 
must contain, among other items, identifying and geometric attributes. Included in the 
identifying characteristics are the object’s name and its unique number. Properties of 
each face such as number, color, and vertices must be carried in for the object. The 
object’s transformation, both current and previous, must be kept so that movement can 
be performed.
Because the number of objects can vary from project to project, a data structure 
that would both dynamically allocate memory for objects as they are added during the 
execution o f the program and allow for the random retrieval of object information is 
desired. A linked list exhibits these two desirable characteristics. Memory for objects 
is allocated when the object is added and de-allocated when it is deleted. Providing a 
link to the next object in the list carries out the random retrieval property.
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Objects can be either singly or doubly linked. In a singly linked list, a link is 
provided to the next object, while in a doubly linked list, a link is provided to both the 
previous object and the next object. A doubly linked list is implemented in this 
research. The next and previous objects are carried in the struct.
The implemented linked list can be seen schematically in Fig. 3.5. For this 
research it will be called the “object geometry list.” Objects are initially added to this 
list when they are imported from a DXF file into the model. They are added 
alphabetically to the list. As mentioned above, pointers to the next and previous 
objects are included in the struct.
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Fig. 3.5. Data Structures and Their Relationships
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The movement of objects contained in the object geometry list is dependent 
upon other objects. Thus, it is necessary to implement a hierarchical tree structure. 
Once objects are available in the object geometry list, they can be entered into the 
hierarchical model tree also shown in Fig. 3.5. The nodes of this tree have seven 
attributes. The first attribute is a pointer to one of the objects in the object geometry 
list. The dashed lines between the two data structures in the figure illustrate this 
relationship. Note that all object pointers shown in the tree will have corresponding 
objects in the list. This pointer eliminates the need to have duplicate copies o f the 
same data. The next three attributes are flags concerning the “parent-child 
relationship.” The final three attributes are pointers. One pointer points to the parent, 
one to the first child, and one to the next sibling.
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CHAPTER 4
SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
The result of this research comes in the form of a Windows98 application. The 
dynamic link libraries for OpenGL are included in Windows98. Running the program 
requires nothing more than running any other executable file from Windows Explorer. 
A double click on the “VP.exe” file starts the program. Looking at the program itself, 
the graphical user interface looks like any other Windows98 program.
Graphical User Interface
One of the advantages o f using the Microsoft Visual C++ development 
environment is that it provides the tools to implement a graphical user interface (GUI) 
for the virtual prototyping application that is similar to other Microsoft applications. 
The more familiar a designer is with the Microsoft GUI, the easier and faster he or she 
can make efficient use of the software.
The rest of this chapter will review the developed software briefly. Interface 
components that are common on typical Windows98 programs will not be reviewed, 
unless something additional has been added that enhances the normal function of the 
component.
25
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Fig. 4.1. File Menu
As noted in the previous chapter, a desirable property of any graphics software 
is the ability to transfer data to and from other programs. The primary method o f 
saving and retrieving files using the Microsoft Foundation Class library is through a 
process called serialization. Objects contained in the document are sequentially read 
from or written to a single disk file. The Open, Save, and Save As functions deal with 
the serialization of the data. All these commands bring up standard file dialogs from 
which the user may pick and choose filenames. The most recent four files created 
through serialization are listed between the print commands and the Exit command.
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Edit Menu
The object’s characteristics can be edited with the Object command found in 
the Edit menu shown in Fig. 4.3. Looking at Fig. 4.4, we can see that the editable 
characteristics include object name, number of faces, face colors, face coordinates, and 
several flags. The Previous and Next buttons under the object name box allows the 
user to cycle through the list o f objects. Likewise, the buttons under the face number 
allow the user to cycle through the different faces. Currently, the face color must be 
between 0 and 15, inclusive.
V u tu a l P io to ltrp m g
Fig. 4.3. Edit Menu
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Fig. 4.4. Edit Object Properties Dialog 
View Menu
The view menu items are used to control the appearance of the application's 
work area. To this end, the first four items listed as shown in Fig. 4.5 -- Toolbar, 
Status Bar, Axes, and Viewing Volume — can be toggled to be turned on or off. 
Toggling the Toolbar listing controls only the top toolbar. The object and camera 
toolbars cannot be hidden. The axes that are displayed when the Axes item is checked 
denote the positive x, y, and z axes.
Selecting the Graphics item will bring out a cascading menu. If the viewing 
volume command is selected, a dialog box, as shown in Fig. 4.6, appears which allows
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Fig. 4.6. Viewing Volume Dialog
Object Menu
The Object menu, shown in Fig. 4.7, allows the user to accomplish several 
different tasks. It is from this menu that the objects can be hidden from view, deleted 
from the model, and rotated for inspection. In addition, very crude adding and copying 
operations can be invoked from this menu.
Also from the Object menu, the user can use the List item to scroll through a 
listing of each object and its properties. If  any properties need to be edited, the user 
must go to the Object item on the Edit menu. This separation was implemented so that
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Fig. 4.7. Object Menu
The List command selection brings up the Object Properties Dialog as shown 
in Fig. 4.8. As noted, this dialog is similar to the one found under the Object item of 
the Edit menu. The user can scroll through the listing of objects and view their 
properties. The main difference between the two dialogs is that this one is not 
editable.
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Fig. 4.8. List Dialog
Although the intent of this application is not to be a solid modeler in which 
objects are built, objects can be added to the model by invoking the Add command. 
The software only accommodates polygonal models. Parametric, volumetric, and 
analytical models are not addressed in the software. The Add Object Dialog shown in 
Fig. 4.9 provides edit boxes for the object name and the number o f faces the object 
has. Once the user has entered this information, the Faces button can be clicked. This 
event will enable the user to then input the face color and vertices for each face.
The addition o f the object to the model is accomplished in several stages. A 
temporary object is created. The temporary object is compared to the object geometry
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in degrees, and the four o f the six points that define the position o f the copy relative to 
the original object’s position.
These six points were noted in the previous chapter’s discussion about 
definition files. Only four o f the six points are used as input. For the copy command, 
the other two points are not necessary. Once the dialog is closed, the original object 
will be copied to its new position. The definition points are retained with the copy.
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Fig. 4.10. Copy Object Dialog
The Delete command provides the user with a means o f eliminating an object 
from the model. The dialog, shown in Fig. 4.11, provides for deleting the object from
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the object geometry list. Deleted objects cannot be undeleted in the software, but can 
be reloaded from a DXF file. For hiding the object, the Hide command must be used.
' - . • • ". • i.; w. . -HFlc
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Fig. 4.11. Delete Object Dialog
The Hide submenu item allows the user to hide and display any of the items 
contained in the model. The Hide Objects Dialog pictured in Fig. 4.12 simply has two 
list boxes. The top box contains a list of objects that are currently being displayed in 
the application’s window, while the bottom box shows hidden objects. Together the 
two lists contain all objects in the object geometry list.
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To hide a visible object, double click the object’s name in the top box. 
Likewise, to display a hidden object, double click the object’s name in the bottom box. 
The result of these actions is toggling between true and false values for the “hide 
object flag” contained in the object structure. The window is repainted to implement 
the change. Notice in comparing Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 that the pipe segments have 
been hidden in the latter figure.
P3QE3VtiliinJ-.Fioiolrewui.
Fig. 4.12. Hide Objects Dialog
The object rotation toolbar has a menu counterpart. The Rotate submenu item 
has a cascading menu as shown in Fig. 4.13. The cascading menu items correspond to 
the arrows contained in the object rotation toolbar. The objects can also be rotated
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using the arrow keys with the Scroll Lock on. The camera is rotated if  the Scroll Lock 
is off. The difference between Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.13 is the model has been rotated in 
Fig. 4.13 using these Rotate commands.
V u lu jJ  PiotolypcnQ
Fig. 4.13. Rotate Cascading Menu
Hierarchy Menu
Once there are objects in the geometry object list, objects can be placed in a 
hierarchical arrangement using the Hierarchy menu items illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 
Using the Tree item, the user will first build the tree structure relating the objects with
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their parents. Items can be added and deleted from the tree repeatedly. Once the tree 
is built, the “parent-child relationships” must be specified using the Relations item.
Before the user has added any objects, the tree structure consists only o f a root 
object. This root is designated “ !VP_MODEL” and has the purpose o f representing 
the model. Children of the root do not have a relationship with the root object, and the 
user is not given the opportunity to provide for one when using the Relations item. 
Also the root will not have a relationship.
Fig. 4.14. Hierarchy Menu
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The Tree Dialog shown in Fig. 4.15 includes a pull-down list box that contains 
all objects contained in the object geometry list, except for those objects already 
placed in the tree control on the right side of the dialog. To place an object in the tree, 
the user uses the pull-down list box and chooses the object of interest. Next, the 
prospective parent of the object is selected in the tree control. The Add Object button 
is then clicked. This action removes the object from the list box and puts the object in 
the tree control under the parent. The object is also placed in the hierarchical model 
tree at this time.
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Fig. 4.15. Tree Dialog
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To delete an object from the tree, the user double-clicks the object. A message 
box appears confirming that the user wants to delete the object. If the answer is in the 
affirmative, then the object and any children are deleted from the control tree, as well 
as from the hierarchical model tree. The object is placed back in the pull-down list 
box so it can be reused if necessary.
Selecting the Relations item of the Hierarchy menu will bring down a 
Functional Hierarchies Dialog as shown in Fig. 4.16. This dialog allows the user to 
specify the “parent-child relationships.” To accomplish this task, the tree control of 
this dialog uses the tree created under the Tree item of the Hierarchy menu and allows 
the user to change the various flags that denote whether the child translates and/or 
rotates with the parent.
To change the translation/rotation flags, the child object in the tree is selected 
and then the Change button is pressed. This action will toggle through the various 
relationships. A blank space before the object’s name indicates that the child object 
neither translates nor rotates with the parent, while a “TR” indicates that the child 
object translates and rotates with the parent. A “T” indicates translation with the 
parent only and an “R” indicates rotation only.
Disassembly Menu
To disassemble the objects, the user must go through a series of actions. These 
actions — the items shown in the Disassembly menu in Fig. 4.17 -- are similar to 
copying an object using the Copy item under the Object menu. The difference is that 
the dialog for distance and angle is separate from the dialog for the six points that
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define the position of the object relative to its original position. The order in which 













Fig. 4.16. Functional Hierarchies Dialog
As noted in the last chapter, six points are defined which relate the position of 
the object to its original position. The coordinates of the six points are in the global 
coordinate system. The dialog shown in Fig. 4.18 enables the user to enter four of the 
six points required for the assembly/disassembly path. The program calculates the 
other two.
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Fig. 4.17. Disassembly Menu
As discussed in the last chapter, the first point is used in determining the 
present position of the object. The second point is related to the direction of travel. 
The fourth point will store the “up” vector in the disassembled condition, while the 
third point will store it in the assembled condition. The fifth and sixth points define 
the axis o f rotation. The first and fourth points are not required input.
The dialog box for the assembly/disassembly paths can contain negative 
numbers. A negative number is used in this dialog and not in the properties dialog of 
Fig. 4.19 to provide for a direction of travel in the negative direction.
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Fig. 4.18. Assembly/Disassembly Path Dialog
The Disassembly Properties Dialog as shown in Fig. 4.19 allow the objects to 
be cycled through. Every object that is to be moved during this time frame must have 
a distance and/or angle o f rotation specified. The angle is in degrees. If both the 
distance and angle are zero, then the object will not move, unless its parent causes 
movement to occur.
Taking a look at the disassembly in action, we might have the hierarchical tree 
shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16. The nuts are children of the stud bolts having a “parent- 
child relationship” of translation and rotation. The bolts have a “parent-child 
relationship” of neither rotation nor translation because their parent is the root.
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Fig. 4.19. Disassembly Properties Dialog
If the bolts are specified to move a distance of 2 along the z-axis and the nuts 
are given a distance of 0 along the z-axis, then the result of selecting the Execute 
command in the Disassembly menu is shown in Fig. 4.20. The nuts have translated 
with the bolts to a distance of 2 along the z-axis.
The disassembly process does not have to end after one execution. If 
translation or rotation using the same six definition points is desired, then all the user 
must do is specify the next distance and angle before selecting the Execute command 
again. If  a change in direction or a change in axis of rotation is desired, then, using the
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Definition command under the Disassembly menu, the user must change the definition 
points before executing the disassembly.
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Fig. 4.20. Results of Disassembly Execution
Each time the execution is accomplished, the application stores each object’s 
transformation as an attribution. This procedure allows animation of the disassembly 
process as will be explained in greater detail later.
Assembly Menu
The Execute command of the Assembly menu shown in Fig. 4.21 returns the 
objects back to their original positions. In order to assemble, point P0 o f the object
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command reset the transformations of the frames. The number of frames that are 
saved during the disassembly and assembly phases is specified in the application.
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Fig. 4.22. Animation Menu
As seen in Fig. 4.23, the selection of the animation execution results in the 
program stepping through the animation frames one at a time. The user controls the 
speed of the animation by manually signaling when to proceed. This signal is given by 
clicking the “OK” button in the dialog.
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can change the angle of rotation for one o f the lights, and the angle can be changed for 
the other light by pressing the “B” key.
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Fig. 4.24. Help Menu




Although a complete virtual prototyping package remains a long-term goal, the 
software developed in this research provides the foundation for developing virtual 
prototyping applications at Louisiana Tech University. This research provides both 
the vehicle for displaying solid models and the data structure to organize these same 
objects into a defined hierarchical arrangement.
For model creation and display, the graphics language OpenGL is used. 
Because OpenGL is an industry standard, its use will mean a consistent graphical 
implementation during future revisions to the virtual prototyping software.
The most significant contribution of this research is the development and 
implementation of a hierarchical data structure for implementing and saving both the 
objects and their “parent-child relationships.” Because this data structure uses linked 
lists, the designer is not required to specify the maximum number of objects that can 
be displayed, as would be the case in the use of arrays.
Another accomplishment is the software’s ability to read and write various file 
formats. Because of the time involved in compiling the various objects and defining 
the hierarchical model tree, software that did not allow the saving and retrieving o f the
52
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The objects move frame-by-frame depending on how their movements are 
manually sequenced. Nothing prevents an illogical assembly such as 
moving the pipe sections in the Chapter 4 illustrations before the flanges 
are unbolted. A defined sequence would specify the order o f the 
disassembly.
4. An obvious next step would be to enhance the software with analysis 
capability, such as for stress analysis. Because output DXF files can 
currently be made, the objects can be transferred to a finite element 
package. But if the software had the analysis function, time and, in some 
instances, data could be saved during the design process.
5. Porting the entire package to a Java environment would allow users to run 
the application on any platform that supports Java. An advantage of 
working in Java would be the ability to run across different platforms with 
minimal adaptation to code.
6. An easier interface to aid designers in providing the information necessary 
to describe objects and hierarchical relationships would speed model 
development. The task of defining these relationships increases as the 
number of objects increases. Any automation of this process would mean 
big savings in design time.
7. A knowledge-based engine built into the virtual prototyping software could 
enhance the usefulness of the program. One opportunity to use this engine
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would be in defining a sequential disassembly process. Another 
opportunity would be in defining the hierarchical relationships.
This is a very short list of possible recommendations for future consideration, 
but it shows the potential in virtual prototyping research. As noted at the beginning of 
this paper, this research provides a foundation for the future o f virtual prototyping at 
Louisiana Tech.
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PROGRAMMING NOTES AND PROGRAM LISTINGS
Source and Header File Listings
The source code files presented in this research are listed below. This listing 
shows the source code’s filename, the appropriate header file, a description of the 
code, the size of the source code, and the size of the header file. Source and header 
codes are included in this Appendix.
Source file: AddDialog.cpp
Header file: AddDialog.h
Description: Defines the dialog that is used to add objects to the model.
Source size: 13 KB
Header size: 2 KB
Source file: AnimationFrameDialog.cpp
Header file: AnimationFrameDialog.h
Description: Creates the dialog that displays the frame number during animation.
Source size: 2 KB
Header size: 2 KB
Source file: CopyObjectDialog.cpp
Header file: CopyObjectDialog.h
Description: Produces the dialog that allows the user to specify the copy
specifications of item, distance, angle, and path.
Source size: 16 KB
Header size: 3 KB
Source file: DefinitionDiaiog.cpp
Header file: DefinitionDialog.h
Description: Defines the assembly/disassembly path dialog. Four of six points
must be specified in this dialog.
Source size: 12 KB
Header size: 2 KB
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Description: Defines the resources used in the application.
Source size: N. A.
Header size: 7 KB
Source file: StdAfx.cpp
Header file: StdAfx.h
Description: Implements standard system files
Source size: 1 KB
Header size: 1 KB
Source file: TempObjStruct.c
Header file: None
Description: Implements the linked list concerning the temporary object.
Source size: 4 KB
Header size: N. A.
Source file: TreeDialog.cpp
Header file: TreeDialog.h
Description: Creates the dialog that allows the development o f a tree control to
house the hierarchical model tree.
Source size: 9 KB
Header size: 2 KB
Source file: VP.cpp
Header file: VP.h
Description: Provides the application class used for this SDI application.
Source size: 4 KB
Header size: 2 KB
Source file: VPDoc.cpp
Header file: VPDoc.h
Description: Provides the document class used for this SDI application.
Source size: 36 KB
Header size: 4 KB
Source file: Vpfont.c
Header file: None
Description: Defines the fonts used in the axis labels.
Source size: 8 KB
Header size: N. A.




Description: Contains the functions necessary to display the objects with
OpenGL.
Source size: 11 KB
Header size: 2K B
Source file: VPView.cpp
Header file: VPView.h
Description: Provides the view class used for this SDI application.
Source size: 12 KB
Header size: 2KB
OpenGL Functions
The OpenGL functions used in this research are listed below. This listing 
shows the function’s name and a description of its purpose.
Function: glBegin
Description: Marks the beginning of the vertices for a primitive or group of
primitives.
Function: glCallLists
Description: Executes a list o f display lists.
Function: glClearColor




Sets the current color.
Function: glDepthFunc
Description: Specifies the value used for the depth buffer comparisons.
Function: glDisable
Description: Disables a defined capability.
Function: glEnable
Description: Enables a defined capability.
Function: glEnd
Description: Marks the end of the vertices for a primitive or group of primitives.
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Function: gIFlush
Description: Forces execution o f commands.
Function: gllnitNames
Description: Initializes the name stack.
Function: glLight
Description: Sets the light source’s parameters.
Function: glLineWidth
Description: Specifies the width o f rasterized lines.
Function: glListBase
Description: Sets the display list base for use by glCallLists which displays a list
of display lists.
Function: glLoadldentity
Description: Replaces the current matrix with the identity matrix.
Function: glLoadMatrix
Description: Replaces the current matrix with the matrix specified.
Function: glMaterial
Description: Specifies the material properties to be used for the lighting model.
Function: glMatrixMode
Description: Specifies which o f the matrices is current.
Function: glNormal
Description: Sets the current normal vector.
Function: glOrtho
Description: Multiplies the current matrix with the supplied orthographic matrix.
Function: glPopAttrib
Description: Pops the attribute stack.
Function: glPopMatrix
Description: Pops the current matrix stack.
Function: glPopName
Description: Pops the object name off the name stack.




Pushes the attribute stack.
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Function: gIPushMatrix
Description: Pushes the current matrix stack.
Function: glPushName
Description: Pushes the object name onto the name stack.
Function: glRasterPos
Description: Specifies the raster position for the pixel operations.
Function: glRotate
Description: Multiplies the current matrix by the given rotation matrix.
Function: glShadeModel
Description: Selects the type of shading, either flat or smooth.
Function: glTranslate
Description: Multiplies the current matrix by the given translation matrix.
Function: glVertex
Description: Specifies a vertex.
Function: glViewport
Description: Sets the viewport.
Standard Libraries and Other Resources
Several standard libraries are used in this research. Microsoft Visual C++ 
takes care of referencing its standard libraries, but OpenGL libraries must be declared 
using the link tab of the settings item of the project menu. The three OpenGL libraries 
that must be specified this way are shown below with the accompanying header file 
and description. Dialogs, menus, and toolbars are other resources used in this 
research, but not included as files.
Library: glaux.lib
Header file: glaux.h
Description: Contains functions which are not a part of OpenGL, but which
provide a platform-independent framework for calling OpenGL 
functions.
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
.// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// AddDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CAddDialog dialog




CAddDialog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); // standard constructor
// Dialog Data
//{{AFX_DATA(CAddDialog) 



































// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides 
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CAddDialog) 
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); // DDX/DDV
support
//}}AFX VIRTUAL
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// Implementation 
protected:
// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CAddDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnFaceButtcn(); 
afx_msg void OnNextFace(); 
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#if
! de f i ned (AFX_AN I MAT I ON FRAME DI ALOG_H 4 4B5DF81_029C_11 D3_A81 B_AO 3 6 4 5 C1
A4 02 INCLUDED_)
#define
AFX_ANIMATIONFRAMEDIALOG_H 44B5DF81_029C_11D3_A81B_A0 3645C1A402 INC
LUDED_
#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once
Sendif // _MSC_VER > 1000 
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/ / / / /
// AnimationFrameDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CAnimationFrameDialog dialog












// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CAnimationFrameDialog)
protected:
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// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CAnimationFrameDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog();
/ / } } AFX_MSG
DEC LARE_ME S S AG E_MAP()
} ;
//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Visual C++ will insert additional declarations 
immediately before the previous line.
iendif //
! defined (AFX_ANIMATIONFRAMEDIALOG_H 4 4B5DF81_029C_11D3_A81B_A0364 5C1
A402 INCLUDED )
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#if
!defined(AFX_COPYOBJECTDIALOG_H 7C14 4 901_E116_11D2_A81B_509F50C10000
 INCLUDED_)
#define
AFX_COPYOBJECTDIALOG_H 7C14 4 901_E116_11D2_A61B_509F50C10000 INCLUDE
D_
^include "objstr.h" // Added by ClassView
#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
tfpragma once
tendif // _MSC_VER > 1000 
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// CopyObjectDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/////////////////////////////.//////////////////////////////////////// 
/ / / / / / / /
// CCopyObjectDialog dialog




CCopyObjectDialog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); // standard 
constructor
double Disp(double p i [3], double p2[3j); 
double Angle(double xl, double x2); 
double Angle(PointStructure pi, PointStructure p2); 
void Mult3(double a[][4], double b[][4], double c[][4]); 
void Rot3(int m, double theta, double a[] [4] Jr- 
void GenRot3(double theta, PointStructure pO, PointStructure 
pi, double final[4][4]);
void Trans3 (PointStructure t, double a[] [4] Jr- 
void Move(double arr[3], double dis, double a[3]J; 
int GenFunMatrices();
void MatCopy(double a[][4], double b[][4]J;
double Distance(PointStructure pi, PointStructure p2);
// Dialog Data
//{{AFX_DATA(CCopyObjectDialog) 
enum { IDD = IDD_COPY_DIALOG }; 
int m_iObject;
double m_angleRotated;
























// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CCopyObj ectDialog)
protected:





// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CCopyObjectDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnRdallO; 
afx_msg void OnRdindividual(); 
virtual void OnOKO; 
afx_msg void OnChangePoint2X() ; 
afx_msg void OnChangePoint2Y(); 




PointStructure NewPoint(PointStructure pointOld, double 
a[ ]  [4] ) ;
void MoveObject();
struct object * currentObject;
} ;
//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Visual C++ will insert additional declarations 
immediately before the previous line.
DDX/DDV
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/ / / / /
1 1 Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// DefinitionDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CDefinitionDialog dialog
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// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CDefinitionDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnNext(); 
afx_msg void OnPrevious(); 
virtual void OnOK(); 
afx_msg void 0nChangePoint2X(); 





struct object * currentObject;
};
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// DeleteDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CDeleteDiaiog dialog




CDeleteDiaiog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); // standard constructor
// Dialog Data
//{{AFX_DATA(CDeleteDiaiog) 




// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CDeleteDiaiog)
protected:





// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CDeleteDiaiog) 
afx_msg void OnNext(); 
afx_msg void OnPrevious(); 
virtual void OnOK(); 





struct object * currentObject;
};
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
private:
struct object * currentObject;
} ;
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
Header File for EditObjectDialog.h
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#if





#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000 
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// EditObjectDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CEditObjectDialog dialog




CEditObjectDialog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); // standard 
constructor
// Dialog Data 
//{{AFX_ 









































// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{ {A.FX_VI RTUAL (CEditObjectDialog)
protected:





// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CEditObjectDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnFaceButton(); 
afx_msg void OnNext(); 
afx_msg void OnNextFace(); 
afx_msg void OnPrevious(); 





struct object * currentObject;
};
//{{AFX_INSERT_LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Visual C++ will insert additional declarations 
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// ExportDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CExportDialog dialog




CExportDialog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); // standard constructor
// Dialog Data
//{(AFX_DATA(CExportDialog) 




// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides 
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CExportDialog) 
protected:





// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CExportDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
virtual void OnOKO; 
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// FunctionalDialog.h : header file 
/ /
“include "ObjectTree.h"
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
/ / / / / / / /
// CFunctionalDialog dialog

















// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{(AFX_VIRTUAL(CFunctionalDialog)
protected:





// Generated message map functions 
//{(AFX_MSG(CFunctionalDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnChangeButton();
//}}AFX MSG
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
DECLARE_MESSAGE_MAP() 
private:
HTREEITEM GetltemByName(HTREEITEM hltem, LPCTSTR szItemName) 
HTREEITEM hroot;
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Header File for Glcode.h
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/ / / / /
// glcode.h
// Declarations for external OpenGL module. These functions are 
// defined in glcode.c and are called appropriately by the CView 
// derived classes.





static GLdouble leftValue = -5.Of; 
static GLdouble rightValue = 5. Off- 
static GLdouble bottomValue = -5.Of; 
static GLdouble topValue = 5.Of; 
static GLdouble nearValue = -5.Off- 







void SetFrustumLeft(double newValue); 
void SetFrustumRight(double newValue); 
void SetFrustumTop(double newValue); 
void SetFrustumBottom (double newValue), 
void SetFrustumNear(double newValue); 
void SetFrustumFar(double newValue);
void GLSetupRC(void *pData); 
void GLRenderScene(void *pData); 
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#if
! defined (AFX_HIDDENOBJECTDIALOG_H 3ECCE4A1_E380_11D2_A81B_60D850C100
00 INCLUDED_)
Sdefine
AFX_HIDDENOBJECTDIALOG_H 3ECCE4A1_E380_11D2_A81B_60D8 50C10000 INCLU
DED_
#if _MSC_VER > 1000 
#pragma once
tendif // _MSC_VER > 1000 
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// HiddenObjectDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CHiddenObjectDialog dialog













// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
// { {AFX_VIRTUAL (CHiddenObjectDialog)
protected:
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// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CHiddenObjectDialog) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 






// Microsoft Visual C++ will insert additional declarations
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
int IdentifyObjectNames(const char* fileName);
void NumberOfFaces(const char* fileName);
void IdentifyObjectProperties(const char* fileName);
int OutputAllObjectsDXF(const char* fileName);
int OutputlndividualObjectDXF(const char* fileName,
const char *objectName); 
int OutputAllObjectsDefinition(const char* fileName); 
int OutputlndividualObjectDefinition(const char* fileName,
const char *objectName); 
int OutputAllObjectsRelationship(const char* fileName); 
int OutputlndividualObjectRelationship(const char* fileName,
const char *objectName)
rendif // LISTOBJ H
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/ / / / /
// MainFrm.h : interface of the CMainFrame class 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
class CMainFrame : public CFrameWnd 
{










// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides 
//{{AFX_VIRTUAL(CMainFrame)






virtual void AssertValid() const; 
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const;
#endif
protected: // control bar embedded members
CStatusBar m_wndStatusBar;
CToolBar m_wndTool3ar;
// Generated message map functions 
protected:
//{{AFX_MSG(CMainFrame)
afx_msg int OnCreate(LPCREATESTRUCT lpCreateStruct);
afx_msg BOOL OnQueryNewPalette();
afx_msg void OnPaletteChanged(CWnd* pFocusWnd);
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afx_msg void OnTimer(UINT nIDEvent); 
afx_msg void OnViewGraphicsFrustum() ; 






/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.





// Generated message map functions 
//{{AFX_MSG(CObjectDlg) 
virtual BOOL OnlnitDialog(); 
afx_msg void OnNext(); 
afx_msg void OnPrevious(); 
afx_msg void OnFaceButton(); 





struct object * currentObject;
};




virtual void Serialize(CArchiveS ar); 
ObjectTree& operator=(ObjectTree& tree);
// OBJECTTREE H
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.







/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
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Header File for Resource.h
//{{NO_DEPENDENCIES}}
// Microsoft Developer Studio generated include file.
// Used by VP.rc
//
itdefine I DADD 3
#define ID_ADD_T RANS LATION 3
itdefine ID_ADD_ROTATION 4
itdefine ID ADD TRANSROT 5
#define IDD_ABOUTBOX 100
itdefine ID_FRAME_TIMER 102
itdef ine IDR_MAINFRAME 128
itdefine IDR VPTYPE 129
#define IDD_FRUSTUM 130
itdefine IDD OBJECT DIALOG 131
#define IDR ROTATION 132
itdefine IDD_RELATIONAL_DIALOG 134
itdefine IDD FUNCTIONAL DIALOG 137
#define IDD DEFINITION DIALOG 138
irdef ine IDR CAMERA 140
#define IDD DISASSEMBLY 142
itdefine IDD DELETE DIALOG 143
irdef ine IDD ADD DIALOG 147
#define IDD_EXPORT_DIALOG 149
itdef ine IDD EDIT OBJECT DIALOG 150
itdef ine IDD_COPY_DIALOG 153
itdef ine IDD HIDE DIALOG 155
itdef ine ID D_T REE_DIALOG 156
itdef ine IDB_FUNCTIONAL_BITMAP 157
itdef ine IDD_ANIMATION FRAME 162
itdef ine IDC_RIGHT 1000
itdef ine IDC LEFT 1001
“define IDC_BOTTOM 1002
itdef ine IDC TOP 1003
itdef ine IDC FAR 1004
itdefine IDC NEAR 1005
itdef ine IDC TRANSLATION 1006
itdef ine IDC NAME 1008
itdefine IDC PREVIOUS 1009
itdefine IDC NEXT 1010
itdef ine IDC OBJECT NUMBER 1011
itdefine IDC_NUMBER_FACES 1012
itdef ine IDC PREVIOUS FACE 1013
itdefine IDC PARENT 1014
#define IDC_NEXT_FACE 1014
itdef ine IDC CHILD 1015
itdef ine IDC FACE COLOR 1015
itdef ine IDC_RELATIONAL LIST 1016
itdef ine IDC ROTATION 1017
itdef ine IDC TRANSROT 1018
itdef ine IDC POINTO X 1018
itdef ine IDC POINT1 X 1019
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
fdefine IDC_POINT2_X 1020
fdefine IDC P0INT3 X 1021
fdefine IDC_POINT4 X 1022
fdefine IDC_P0INT5_X 1023
fdefine IDC_POINTO Y 1024
fdefine IDC_P0INT1_Y 1025
fdefine IDC_POINT2 Y 1026
fdefine IDC_FACE BUTTON 1026
fdefine IDC_P0INT3 Y 1027
fdefine IDC_POINT2 Y2 1027
fdefine IDC_POINT2Y 1027
fdefine IDC_P0INT4 Y 1028
fdefine IDC_POINT5 Y 1029
fdefine IDC_POINT3 Y2 1029
fdefine IDC_P0INT3Y 1029
fdefine IDC_POINTO_Z 1030
fdefine IDC_P0INT1 Z 1031
fdefine IDC_P0INT2 Z 1032
fdefine IDC_POINT 3_Z 1033
fdefine IDC_P0INT4_Z 1034
fdefine IDC_FACE_NUMBER 1034
fdefine IDC_POINT5 Z 1035
fdefine IDC_POINTOX 1035
fdefine IDC_P0INT1X 1036




fdefine IDC POINTOZ 1041
fdefine IDC_P0INT1Z 1042
fdefine IDC_POINT2Z 1043
fdefine IDC POINT3Z 1044
fdefine IDC_DISTANCE 1047
fdefine IDC_ANGLE 1051
fdefine IDC ANGLE SCROLLBAR 1053
fdefine IDC DELETE 1054
fdefine IDC_OBJECT 1065
fdefine IDC RDALL 1066
fdefine IDC RDINDIVIDUAL 1067
fdefine IDC PSEUDO OBJECT 1071
fdefine IDC_HIDE_OBJECT 1072
fdefine IDC_HIDDEN LIST 1081
fdefine IDC_UN HIDE_L1ST 1082
fdefine IDC_OBJECT TREE 1083
fdefine IDC_ADD OBJECT 1084
fdefine IDC_TRANS ROT_TREE 1086
fdefine IDC CHANGE BUTTON 1090
fdefine IDC_FRAME NUMBER 1091
fdefine ID OBJECT IDENTIFY 32771
fdefine ID OBJECT PROPERTIES 32772
fdefine ID_VIEW_GRAPHICS_FRUSTUM 32774
fdefine ID_OBJECT LIST 32775
fdefine ID ROTATE LEFT 32776
fdefine ID BUTTON32777 32777
fdefine ID BUTTON32778 32778
fdefine ID BUTTON3277 9 32779
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
#define ID_ROTATE_CJP 32780
fdefine ID_ROTATE_DOWN 32782
fdefine ID_ROTATE_RIGHT 3278 3
fdefine ID_OBJECT_ROTATE_UP 3278 5
fdefine ID_OBJECT_ROTATE_DOWN 32787
fdefine ID_OBJECT_ROTATE_RIGHT 3278 8
fdefine ID_OBJECT_ROTATE_LEFT 3278 9
fdefine ID_OBJECT_RELATIONS 32790
fdefine ID_F1LE_IMP0RT 327 92
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// stdafx.h : include file for standard system include files,
// or project specific include files that are used frequently, but 
// are changed infrequently
/ /
itdefine VC_EXTRALEAN // Exclude rarely-used stuff from
Windows headers
frinclude <afxwin.h> // MFC core and standard components
tinclude <afxext.h> // MFC extensions
#ifndef _AFX_NO_AFXCMN_SUPPORT





/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/ / / / /
#endif // AFX NO AFXCMN SUPPORT
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Header File for TreeDialog.h
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#if
1 defined (AFX_TREEDIALOG_H 2BA7 52C1_ECFE_11D2_A81B_D09D50C10000 INCL
UDED_)
fdefine
AFX_TREEDIALOG_H 2BA752C1_ECFE_11D2_A81B_D0 9D50C10000 INCLUDED_
fif _MSC_VER > 1000 
fpragma once
#endif // _MSC_VER > 1000
finclude "ObjectTree.h"
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// TreeDialog.h : header file 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CTreeDialog dialog







CTreeDialog(CWnd* pParent = NULL); // standard constructor
// Dialog Data
//{{AFX_DATA(CTreeDialog) 





// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//{(AFX_VIRTUAL(CTreeDialog)
protected:
virtual void DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX); // DDX/DDV
support
//}}AFX VIRTUAL
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// VP.h : main header file for the VP application 
/ /
tifndef  AFXWIN_H__
terror include 'stdafx.h' before including this file for PCH
tendif
tinclude "resource.h" // main symbols
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /  
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CVPApp:
// See VP.cpp for the implementation of this class 
/ /









/ / } }AFX_VIRTUAL
// Implementation
//{{AFX_MSG(CVPApp) 
afx_msg void OnAppAbout() ;
// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove member 
functions here.





/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
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/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /
// VPDoc.h : interface of the CVPDoc class 
/ /
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
class CVPDoc : public CDocument 
{





double Disp(double pl[], double p 2 []); 
double Angle(double xl, double x2) ;
double Angle(PointStructure pi, PointStructure p2); 
void Mult3(double a[][4], double b[][4], double c[][4]); 
void Rot3(int m, double theta, double a[][4]);
void GenRot3(double theta, PointStructure t, PointStructure p, 
double final[][4]);
void Trans3(PointStructure t, double a[][4]);
void Move(double arr[], double dis, double a []);
int GenFunMatrices();
int GenFunReverseMatrices();






// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides 
//{(AFX_VIRTUAL(CVPDoc) 
public:
virtual BOOL OnNewDocument(); 
virtual void Serialize(CArchiveS ar);
//}}AFX_VIRTUAL
// Implementation
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
public:
PointStructure NewPoint(PointStructure pointOld, double 
a[] [4] ) ;
double Distance(PointStructure pi, PointStructure p2); 
virtual -CVPDoc();
#ifdef _DEBUG
virtual void AssertValid() const; 
virtual void Dump(CDumpContextfi dc) const;
tf endif 
protected:
// Generated message map functions 
protected:
//{{AFX_MSG(CVPDoc)
afx_msg void OnAnimateExecute () ;








afx_msg void OnUpdateAnimateExecute(CCmdUI* pCmdUI);
afx_msg void OnUpdateAssemblyExecute(CCmdUI* pCmdUI);
afx_msg void OnUpdateDisassemblyExecute(CCmdUI* pCmdUI);
afx_msg void OnUpdateDisassemblyProperties(CCmdUI* pCmdUI)
afx_msg void OnEditObject();
afx_msg void OnUpdateEditObject(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnFileExport();
afx_msg void OnUpdateFileExport(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectRotateDown();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectRotateDown(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectRotateLeft();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectRotateLeft(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectRotateRight();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectRotateRight(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectRotateUp();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectRotateUp(CCmdUI* pCmdUI);
afx_msg void OnObjectReset() ;
afx_msg void OnFilelmport();
afx_msg void OnObjectAdd();
afx_msg void OnObjectCopy() ;
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectCopy(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectDefinitions();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectDefinitions(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectDelete();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectDelete(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectHide(); 
afx_msg void OnViewAxes();
afx_msg void OnUpdateViewAxes(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectList(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectRelations(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectList() ; 
afx_msg void OnObjectRelations();
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afx_msg void OnViewViewingvolume() ;
afx_msg void OnUpdateViewViewingvolume(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 
afx_msg void OnObjectTree();
afx_msg void OnUpdateObjectReset(CCmdUI* pCmdUI); 









/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /

























Sendif // GROBJ H
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// Generated message map functions 
protected:
//{{AFX_MSG(CVPView)
afx_msg int OnCreate(LPCREATESTRUCT lpCreateStruct); 
afx_msg void OnDestroyO;
afx_msg void OnSize(UINT nType, int cx, int cy); 
afx_msg BOOL OnEraseBkgnd(CDC* pDC);
afx_msg void OnKeyDown(UINT nChar, UINT nRepCnt, UINT nFlags); 
afx_msg void OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point); 




void ProcessObject(GLuint *pSelectBuff); 
void ProcessSelection(int xPos, int yPos);
};
#ifndef _DEBUG // debug version in VPView.cpp 
inline CVPDoc* CVPView::GetDocument()
{ return (CVPDoc*)m_pDocument; }
#endif
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /






DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NAME, m_nameString) ;
IDC_NUMBER_FACES, ra_numberFaces) 







































IDC FACE COLOR, m faceColor);








/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /






















return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control





// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
int i, j, k;
UpdateData(TRUE);
// if the name and a positive number of faces specified,
// then add object to temporary list and allow face editing 





addTempObject((const char *) m_nameString, count);
objectPtr = findTempByNumber(count) ;
objectPtr->number = count;
objectPtr->numberOfFaces = m_numberFaces ;
GetDlgltem(IDC_NUMBER_FACES)->EnableWindow(FALSE);
for(k = 0 ;  k < m_numberFaces; k++) 
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
{
objectPtr->face[k].faceColor = 0; 
objectPtr->face[k].vertex[i].coordinates[j] = 0 



























// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
UpdateData(TRUE);
// Update object data before moving to next face
objectPtr->face[m faceNumber .faceColor = m faceColor;
objectPtr->face[m_ faceNumber .vertex[0] .coordinates[0] =
m dPointOX;
objectPtr->face[m faceNumber .vertex[0] .coordinates[1] =
m dPointOY;
obj ectPtr->face [m_ faceNumber .vertex[0] .coordinates[2] =
m dPointOZ;
obj ectPtr->face [m_ faceNumber .vertex[1] .coordinates[0] =
m dPointlX;
objectPtr->face [m faceNumber .vertex[1] .coordinates[1] =
m _dPointlY;
obj ectPtr->face [m faceNumber .vertex[1] .coordinates[2]
m dPointlZ;
obj ectPtr->face [m_ faceNumber .vertex[2] .coordinates[0] -
m dPoint2X;
obj ectPtr->face [m faceNumber .vertex[2] .coordinates[1] =
m dPoint2Y;
obj ectPtr->face[m_ faceNumber .vertex[2] .coordinates[2] =
m _dPoint2Z;
objectPtr->face [m_ faceNumber .vertex[3] .coordinates[0] =
m dPoint3X;
objectPtr->face [m faceNumber .vertex[3] .coordinates[1] =
m dPoint3Y;
objectPtr->face [m faceNumber .vertex[3] .coordinates[2] =
m dPoint3Z;
// Move to next face
if(m_faceNumber < m_numberFaces - 1)
++m_faceNumber;
// Display next face's data
m_faceColor = objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].faceColor; 
m_dPointOX = objectPtr- 
>face[m faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[0] ;
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m_dPointOY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber] . vertex [0 
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0 
m_dPointlX = objectPtr- 
>face [m_faceN'umber] . vertex [1 
m_dPointlY - objectPtr- 
>face [m_faceNumber] . vertex [1 
m__dPointlZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1 
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2 
m_dPoint2Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2 
m_dPoint2Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2 
m_dPoint3X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3 
m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3 

















// TODO: Add vour control notification handler code here
UpdateData(TRUE);


























- m faceColor; 
.coordinates[0] =
] .coordinates[1] =
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objectPtr->face[m_f aceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[2] 
m_dPoint3Z;
// Move to previous face 
if(m_faceNumber > 0)
— m_faceNumber;
// Display previous face's data
m_faceColor = objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].faceColor; 
m_dPointOX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0 
m_dPointOY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0 
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0 
m_dPointlX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1 
m_dPointlY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1 
m_dPointlZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1 
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2 
m_dPoint2Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2 
m_dPoint2Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2 
m_dPoint3X - objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3 
m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3 






// TODO: Add extra validation here 
struct object* newObjectPtr; 
struct object *startPtr; 






char* valueString = " 
int i ;
int cmpValue;
BOOL nameFlag = TRUE;
// if the name and a positive number of faces specified 
// then add object to permanent list 
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UpdateData(TRUE) ;
objectPtr->face[m_f aceNumber].faceColor = m_faceColor; 
objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0] 
m_dPointOX;


















obj ectPtr->face[m_faceNumber] .vertex[3 
m_dPoint3Y;














for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++)
objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].vertex[i] = objectPtr 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertexOrig[i];
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static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
#endif
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /  
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CAnimationFrameDialog dialog

















/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.




// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
SetWindowPos(NULL, 100, 100, 0, 0, SWP_NOSIZE I SWP_NOZORDER);
return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control
// EXCEPTION: OCX Property Pages should return
FALSE
}
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#define new DEBCJG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
ftendif
/ / / / /
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
/ /
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/ / / / /  
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CCopyObjectDialog dialog


















m dPoint3Y = 0.0;




// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
struct object *objectPtr;


















return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control



















struct object* objectPtr; 
struct object* newObjectPtr;











nameString = m_objectName + "_copyl"; 
oldNameString = m_objectName;











currentObject->disassemblyDistance = m_distanceMoved; 
currentObject->disassemblyAngle = m_angleRotated;
currentObj ect->p[0 .coordinates[0] = m dPointOX;
currentObject->p[0 .coordinates[1] = m dPointOY;
currentObj ect->p[0 .coordinates[2] = m aPointOZ;
currentObj ect->p[1 .coordinates[0] = m _dPointlX;
currentObj ect->p[1 .coordinates[1] = m dPointlY;
currentObj ect->p[1 .coordinates[2] = m dPointlZ;
currentObj ect->p[2 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint2X;
currentObject->p[2 .coordinates[1] = m dPoint2Y;
currentObj ect->p[2 .coordinates[2] = m _dPoint2Z;
currentObj ect->p[3 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint3X;
currentObj ect->p[3 .coordinates[1] = m _dPoint3Y;
currentObj ect->p[3 .coordinates[2] = m _dPoint3Z;
currentObj ect->p[4 .coordinates[0 ] = m_ dPoint4X;
currentObj ect->p[4 .coordinates[1] = m_ dPoint4Y;
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currentObject->p[4].coordinates[2] = m_dPoint4Z;
currentObject->p[5].coordinates[0] = m_dPoint5X; 










int i, j, m, n; 
double trap[6][3], tt[3]; 
struct object *objectPtr; 
struct PointStructure pi, p2, p3; 
double dist, ang, pi, sum; 
double a [4][4];
objectPtr = currentObject;
dist = objectPtr->disassemblyDistance; 
ang = objectPtr->disassemblyAngle;
pi = 4.0 * atan(l.O); 
ang = ang * pi / 180;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
pi.coordinates[i] = 0;
Trans3(pi, a);
for(i = 0; i < 6; i++)
objectPtr->pTemp[i] = objectPtr->p [i];
for(i = 0; i < 6; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
tmp[i][j] = objectPtr->pTemp[i] .coordinates [j];
Move(tmp[l], dist, tt);
for{i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++) 
tmp[0] [i] += tt[i] ;
// Copy axis of rotation points in pi and p2 
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
pi.coordinates[i] = tmp[4][i]; 
p2.coordinates[i] = tmp[5][i];
p 3 .coordinates[i] = tmp[2][i]; // copy point for later use
}
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for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
a[i] = arr[i] * tmp;
}
void CCopyObjectDialog::Trans3(PointStructure t, double a[][4])
{
int i, j;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < 4; j ++) 
a [ i ] [ j ] = 0 ;
a[i][i] = 1;
}





struct object *objectPtr; 
struct PointStructure pi; 
int i, j;
double origin[3], tt[3J, dist, arr[4], tmp[6][3]; 
double al[4][4], finalObjectMatrix[4][4];
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
ri





for(i = 0; i < 6; i++)
{




for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
arr[i] = tmp[l][i];
dist = Disp(origin, tmp[0]);
Move(arr, dist, tt);
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
pi.coordinates[i] = -tt[i];









void CCopyObjectDialog::GenRot3(double theta, PointStructure pO, 
PointStructure pi, double final[4][4])
{
int i;
double a [4] [4], rx[4][4], ry[4][4], rz[4][4], m[4][4], b[4][4], 
e[4] [4] ;
double a i [4] [4], rxi[4][4], ryi[4][4], mi[4] [4], bi [4] [4]; 
double d, divisor, difference[3]; 
double alpha, beta;
PointStructure pOi, c; 
double epsilon = 0.000001;
forfi = 0; i < 3; i++)
difference[i] = pi.coordinates[i] - pO.coordinates[i];
divisor = sqrt(difference[0] * difference[0] + 
difference[1] * difference[1] + 
difference[2] * difference[2]);
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
if (fabs(divisor) > epsilon)
c.coordinates[i] = difference[i] / divisor; 
else c.coordinates[i] = 0;
if(fabs(divisor) > epsilon)
d = sqrt(c.coordinates[1] * c .coordinates[1] + 
c .coordinates [2] * c.coordinates[2]); 
else d = 0;
if(fabs(d) > epsilon)
alpha = acos(c.coordinates[2] / d); 
else alpha = 0;
if((pi.coordinates[0] < 0 && pi.coordinates[1] >0) ||





Rot3 (0, alpha, rx);
Rot3(l, beta, ry);
Mult3(rv, rx, b);
Mult3 (b, a, m) ;
Rot3(2, theta, rz);
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double ang; 
double x;





else x = 0;
ang = x; 
return ang ;
}
void CCopyObjectDialog::MatCopy(double a[] [4], double b[] [4])
{
int i, j;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
b[i] [j] = a[i] [j] ;
}
double CCopyObjectDialog::Disp(double pl[3], double p2[3])
{
int i ;
double sum = 0;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++) sum += pow(p2[i]-pi[i], 2); 
return sqrt(sum);
}
double CCopyObjectDialog::Angle(PointStructure pi, PointStructure 
{
PointStructure pO, p3; 
int i;
double tempi, temp2, ang;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
p3.coordinates[i] = (pi.coordinates[i] + 
p 2 .coordinates[i]) / 2;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
pO.coordinates[i] = 0;
tempi = Distance(pl, pO); 
temp2 = Distance(pl, p3);
double epsilon = 0.000001;
if(fabs(tempi) > epsilon)
{
ang = 2 * asin(temp2 / tempi);
}
else ang = 0;








double sum = 0 ;






// TODO: If this is a RICHEDIT control, the control will not 
// send this notification unless you override the 
CDialog::OnlnitDialog()
// function and call CRichEditCtrl().SetEventMask()
// with the ENM_CHANGE flag ORed into the mask.







// TODO: If this is a RICHEDIT control, the control will not 
// send this notification unless you override the 
CDialog::OnlnitDialog()
// function and call CRichEditCtrl().SetEventMask()
// with the ENM_CHANGE flag ORed into the mask.






// TODO: If this is a RICHEDIT control, the control will not 
// send this notification unless you override the 
CDialog::OnlnitDialog ()
// function and call CRichEditCtrl().SetEventMask()
// with the ENM_CHANGE flag ORed into the mask.
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int i, j; 
double sum;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{
sum = 0;
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
sum += a[i][j] * pointOld.coordinates[j]; 
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// DefinitionDialog.cpp : implementation file 
//





{fdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
tendif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 



























m dPoint5Z = 0.0;









DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NAME, m_dName); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINTO_X, m_dPointOX) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINTO_Y, m_dPointOY) 
DDXJText(pDX, IDC_POINTO_Z, m_dPointOZ) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_P0INT1_X, m_dPointlX) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINTl_Y, m_dPointlY) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINTl_Z/ m_dPointlZ) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT2_X, m_dPoint2X) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT2_Y, m_dPoint2Y) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_P0INT2_Z, m_dPoint2Z) 
DDXJText(pDX, IDC_POINT4_X, m_dPoint4X) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT4_Y, m_dPoint4Y) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT4_Z, m_dPoint4Z) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT3_X, m_dPoint3X) 
DDXJText(pDX, IDC_POINT3_Y, ra_dPoint3Y) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT3_Z, m_dPoint3Z) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT5_X, m_dPoint5X) 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_POINT5_Y, m_dPoint5Y) 

















// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
struct object *objectPtr;
CString objectString;
// Initialize dialog information for first actual object 
if(objectPtr = startNextObject())
{
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currentObject = objectPtr;





m_dPointOX = objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[0] 
m_dPointOY = objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[1] 
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[2]
m_dPointlX = objectPtr->p[l].coordinates[0] 
m_dPointlY = objectPtr->p[1].coordinates[1] 
m_dPointlZ = objectPtr->p[1].coordinates[2]
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr->p[2].coordinates[0] 





m_dPoint3X = objectPtr->p[3].coordinates[0] 
m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr->p[3].coordinates[1] 
m_dPoint3Z = objectPtr->p[3].coordinates[2]
m_dPoint4X = objectPtr->p[4].coordinates[0] 
m_dPoint4Y = objectPtr->p[4].coordinates[1] 
m_dPoint4Z = objectPtr->p[4].coordinates[2]
m_dPoint5X = objectPtr->p[5].coordinates[0] 
m_dPoint5Y = objectPtr->p[5].coordinates[1] 
m_dPoint5Z = objectPtr->p [5] .coordinates[2]
}
UpdateData(FALSE)
return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control









// Save definition points for current object 
if(objectPtr = currentObject)
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objectPtr->p[0 .coordinates[0] - m _dPoint0X;
obj ectPtr->p[0 .coordinates[1] = m__dPoint0Y;
objectPtr->p[0 .coordinates[2] = m. dPointOZ;
objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[0] = m dPointilX;
objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[1] = m _dPointlY;
obj ectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[2] = m dPointlZ;
obj ectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint2X;
objectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[1] = m dPoint2Y;
obj ectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[2] = m _dPoint2Z;
objectFtr->p[3 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint3X;
objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[1] = m dPoiat3Y;
objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[2] m dPoint3Z;
objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[01 = m dPoint4X;
objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[1] = m _dPoint4Y;
objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[2] = m dPoint4Z;
objectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint5X;
obj ectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[1] = m dPoint5Y;
objectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[2] = m dPoint5Z;
// If there is a next object, put its data in dialog 
if(objectPtr = NextObject(currentObject))
{
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
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// Save definition points for current object 
if(objectPtr = currentObject)
{
obj ectPtr->p[0 .coordinates[0] = m dPointOX
objectPtr->p[0 .coordinates[1] = m dPointOY
obj ectPtr->p[0 .coordinates[2] - m dPointOZ
objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[0] - m _dPointlX
objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[1] = m. dPointlY
objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[2] = m dPointlZ
obj ectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint2X;
obj ectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[1] = m dPoint2Y;
objectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[2] = m dPoint2Z;
objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[0] = m _dPoint3X;
objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[1] = m dPoint3Y;
objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[2] = m _dPoint3Z;
objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[0] - m _dPoint4X;
objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[1] - m dPoint4Y;
objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[2] = m dPoint4 Z;
objectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[0] = m dPoint5X;
objectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[1] = m _dPoint5Y;
objectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[2] = in dPoint5Z;
}





objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_dName = objectString;
m_dPointOX = objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[0]; 
m_dPointOY = objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[1]; 
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[2];
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m _dPointlX = objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[0 j;
m _dPointlY = objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[1];
m _dPointlZ objectPtr->p[1 .coordinates[2];
m _dPoint2X obj ectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[0]
m _dPoint2Y = objectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[1]
m dPoiat2Z - objectPtr->p[2 .coordinates[2]
m dPoiat3X = objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[0]
m dPoint3Y = objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[1]
m _dPoint3Z = objectPtr->p[3 .coordinates[2]
nt dPoint4X = objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[0]
m dPoint4Y - objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[1]
m dPoint4Z = objectPtr->p[4 .coordinates[2]
m dPoint5X _ obj ectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[0];
m dPoint5Y = objectPtr->p[5 .coordinates[1];









// Save definition points for current object 
if(objectPtr = currentObject)
{
objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[0] = m _dPoint0X;
objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[1] = m _aPoint0Y;
objectPtr->p[0].coordinates[2] - m dPointOZ;
objectPtr->p[1].coordinates[0] _ m dPointlX;
cbjectPtr->p[1].coordinates[1] = m dPointlY;
objectPtr->p[1].coordinates[2] = m dPointlZ;
objectPtr->p[2].coordinates[0] = m dPoint2X;
objectPtr->p[2].coordinates[1] = m ’dPoint2Y;
objectPtr->p[2].coordinates[2] -- m dPoint2Z;
objectPtr->p[3].coordinates[0] = m dPoint3X;
objectPtr->p[3].coordinates[1] = m _dPoint3Y;
objectPtr->p[3].coordinates[2] = m _dPoint3Z;
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objectPtr->p[4].coordinates[0] = m_dPoint4X; 
objectPtr->p[4].coordinates[1] = m_dPoint4Y; 
objectPtr->p[4].coordinates[2] = m_dPoint4Z;
objectPtr->p[5].coordinates[0] = m_dPoint5X; 






// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 







// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 







// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
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static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
Senaif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department: of Mechanical Engineering 























ON BN CLICKED(IDC DELETE, OnDelete)






// CDeleteDialog message handlers
void CDeleteDialog::OnNext()
{




// If there are no objects or only one object in list, 
// then do not move pointer before displaying 
// name string. Otherwise do. 
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// If there are no objects, object is root, or only one object 
in list,
// then do not move pointer before displaying 
// name string. Otherwise do.
if(objectPtr == NULL li objectPtr == startObject()
I I ObjectCount() == 1)
{
objectPtr = currentObject;
if(objectPtr == NULL || objectPtr == startObject()




























// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
struct object *objectPtr;
CString objectString;
objectPtr = startNextObject() ;
// If there are no objects, display nothing.
// Otherwise, display object name of first actual object, 
if(objectPtr == NULL)
{
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currentObject = NULL;
objectString = ;










return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control





// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
struct object *objectPtr; 





I I  If no objects, display nothing.
// If deleted object is first actual object in list,
// then display next object.
// Else display previous object, 






else if(objectPtr == startNextObject())
{










ra_obj ectName = ""; 





startPtr = startObject(); 
lastPtr = lastObject();
currentObject = PreviousObject(currentObject);








m_obj ectName = ;
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tfdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
frundef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
#endif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering









m_distanceMoved = 0.0; 
m_angleRotated = 0.0; 
m_objectName = _T("M);
//}}AFX_DATA_INIT























// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
struct object *objectPtr; 
char* objectString;
// Load first actual object's name, disassembly distance, and 
// disassembly angle in dialog. 
objectPtr = startNextObject() ; 
currentObject = objectPtr;
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_objectName = objectString;
m_distanceMoved = objectPtr->disassemblyDistance; 
m_angleP.otated = objectPtr->disassemblyAngle;
UpdateData(FALSE);
return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the fotus to a 
control





// TODO: Add extra validation here 
struct object *objectPtr;
// Save object's disassembly distance and 
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void CDisassemblyDialog::OnNext()
{
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
struct object *objectPtr; 
char* objectString;
UpdateData(TRUE);
// Save current object's disassembly distance and 
// disassembly angle in dialog, 
if(objectPtr = currentObject)
{
objectPtr->disassemblyDistance = m_distanceMoved; 
objectPtr->disassemblyAngle = m_angleRotated;
}
// Load next object's name, disassembly distance, and 
// disassembly angle in dialog, 
if(objectPtr = NextObject(currentObject))
{
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_objectName = objectString;







// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
struct object *objectPtr; 
char* objectString;
UpdateData(TRUE);
// Save current object's disassembly distance and 
// disassembly angle in dialog, 
if(objectPtr = currentObject)
{
objectPtr->disassemblyDistance = m_distanceMoved; 
objectPtr->disassemblyAngle = m_angleRotated;
}
// Load previous object's name, disassembly distance, and
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m_objectName = objectString;
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IDC_NUMBER_FACES, m_numberFaces) ; 
IDC_OBJECT_NUMBER, m_objectNumber);
IDC_FACE_NUMBER, m_faceNumber);
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objectPtr = startNextObject(); 
currentObject = objectPtr;
// Initialize dialog with first actual object's data.
// If no first actual object, then disable dialog items, 
if(objectPtr)
{
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_nameString = objectString;
tempValue = objectPtr->pseudoObjectFlag; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->hideObjectFlag; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->number; 
m_objectNumber = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
m_numberFaces = tempValue;
m_faceNumber = 0;


















































































// Disable dialog items for the moment 
GetDlgltem(IDC NEXT FACE)->EnableWindow(FALSE);

















return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control





// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
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// Update dialog with next object's data 
if(obj ectPtr)
{
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_nameString = objectString;
tempValue = objectPtr->pseudoObjectFlag; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->hideObjectFlag; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->number; 
m_objectNumber = tempValue;
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tempValue = objectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
m_numberFaces = tempValue;

















































































































// TODO: Add your control 
struct object *objectPtr; 
CString objectString;
notification handler code here
// Update data for current face of current object 
// and then move to next face of current object 
// and update dialog with data for next face, 
if(objectPtr = currentObject)
























objectPtr->face [m_faceNuinber] .vertex [3] . coordinates [1] = 
m_dPoint3Y;
objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber] .vertex[3] .coordinates[2] = 
m_dPoint3Z;
AfxGetMainWnd()->Invalidate() ;
if(m_faceNumber < currentObject->numberOfFaces - 1)
{
m_faceNumber++;
m_faceColor = objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].faceColor 
m_dPoint0X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint0Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[1];
m_dPoint0Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[2];
m_dPointlX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[l].coordinates[0];
m_dPointlY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1].coordinates[1];
m_dPointlZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1].coordinates[2];
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint2Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[1];
m_dPoint2Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[2];
m_dPoint3X = objectPtr- 
>face[m faceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[0];
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m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr- 
>face [rti_faceNumber] .vertex[3] . coordinates [1] ;
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// Move to previous object 
if(PreviousObject(currentObject) && 




// Update dialog with previous object's data 
if(objectPtr)
{
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_nameString = objectString;
tempValue = objectPtr->pseudoObjectFlag; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->hideObjectFlag; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->number; 
m_objectNumber = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
m_numberFaces - tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->face[0].faceColor; 
m_faceColor = tempValue;
m faceNumber = 0;
m dPointOX = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[0 .coordinates[0]
m dPointOY - objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[0 .coordinates[1]
m _dPointOZ = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[0 .coordinates[2]
m _dPointlX = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[1 .coordinates[0]
m dPointlY = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[1 .coordinates[1]
m _dPoint 1Z - objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[1 .coordinates[2]
m _dPoint2X - objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[2 .coordinates[0]
m _dPoint2Y - objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[2 .coordinates[1 ]
m_ dPoint2Z - objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[2 .coordinates[2]
m dPoint3X = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[3 .coordinates[0 ]
m dPoint3Y = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[3] .coordinates[1]
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m_faceColor = objectPtr— >face[m_faceNumber] .faceColor 
m_dPointOX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[0];
m_dPointOY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[1];
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[2];
m_dPointlX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1].coordinates[0];
m_dPointlY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1].coordinates[1];
m_dPointlZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber] .vertex[1] .coordinates[2] ;
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint2Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[1];
m_dPoint2Z - objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[2];
m_dPoint3X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[1];









// TODO: Add extra validation here 
struct object ’’objectPtr;
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(finclude "listobj . h"
Sinclude "ExportDialog.h"
#ifdef _DEBUG 
tdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
#endif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 






















ON BN CLICKED(IDC RDINDIVIDUAL, OnRdindividual)










// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
struct object* objectPtr;
// Initialize the variable and update the dialog window 
m_iObject - 0 ;
UpdateData(FALSE);
GetDlgltem(IDC_OBJECT)->EnableWindow(FALSE) ;








return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control





// TODO: Add extra validation here 
CString objectSaveResults, fileExtension; 
const char *objectSaveResultsString;
CFileDialog m_saveFileDialog(FALSE, "dxf", NULL,
OFN_HIDEREADONLY I OFNjDVERWRITEPROMPT,
"DXF Files (*.dxf)I*.dxf|Definition Files 




m_fileSaveResults = m_saveFileDialog.GetPathName(); 
fileExtension = m_saveFileDialog.GetFileExt();
UpdateData(FALSE);
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m_fileSaveString = (const char*) m_fileSaveResults;
if(m_iObject —  0 )
i f (fileExtension == "dxf") 
int numObjects =
OutputAllObjectsDXF(m_fileSaveString);
else if(fileExtension =  "def") 
int numObjects =
OutputAllObjectsDefinition(m_fileSaveString);
else if(fileExtension == "fun") 
int numObjects =
OutputAllObjectsRelationship(m_fileSaveString);
if(m_iObject == 1 )
{





objectSaveResultsString = (const char*) 
objectSaveResults;
if (fileExtension == "dxf") 
int numObjects =
OutputlndividualObjectDXF(m_fileSaveString, obj ectSaveResultsString); 



















// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
GetDlgltem(IDC_OBJECT)->EnableWindow(TRUE);
}
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tdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
#endif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering









m_bottomValue = O.Of; 
m_farValue = O.Of; 
m_leftValue = O.Of; 
m_nearValue = O.Of; 
m_rightValue = O.Of; 
m_topValue = O.Of; 
m_cameraTranslation = O.Of;
//}}AFX DATA INIT




DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_BOTTOM, m_bottomValue); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_FAR, m_farValue);
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_LEFT, m_leftValue); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NEAR, m_nearValue);

















// TODO: Add extra initialization here









return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control





// TODO: Add extra validation here 
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tdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
tundef THIS_FILE
static char THI3_FILE[] =  FILE ;
tendif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering































// TODO: Add extra initialization here
// Using model hierarchical tree, add objects to tree control 
PreorderAdd(newTree.GetRootObjectPtr() ) ;
return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control







// Define the image list for displaying the relationships 
CImageList* plmageList = new CImageList();
pImageList->Create(IDB_FUNCTIONAL_BITMAP, 14, 0, RGB(255, 255,
255));
m_cTransRotTree.SetlmageList(plmageList, TVSIL_NORMAL);
// If object is the root, then there is no parent object.
// Otherwise the parent is obtained from the object data, 




objectString = treePtr->parent_ptr->data->name; 
hltem = GetltemByName (m_cTransPvOtTree . GetRootltem () , 
objectString);
}







tvlnsert.item.mask = TVIF_TEXT I TVIF_HANDLE;





tvlnsert.item.IParam = 0 ;
tvlnsert.item.pszText = treePtr->data->name;
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insertedltem = m_cTransRotTree.Insertltem(&tvlnsert); 
if(treePtr == newTree.GetRootObjectPtr()) 
hroot = insertedltem;
// Display appropriate image for relationship 
if(treePtr->translationOnlyFlag)
m_cTransRotTree.Setltemlmage(insertedltem, 0, 0); 
else if(treePtr->rotationOnlyFlag)





// Recursively add other objects 
if (treePtr->sibling_list_ptr != NULL)
PreorderAdd(treePtr->sibling_list_ptr) ; 




HTREEITEM CFunctionalDialog::GetltemByName(HTREEITEM hltem, LPCTSTR 
szItemName)
{
// If hltem is NULL, start search from root item, 
if (hltem == NULL)
m_cTransRotTree.GetNextltem(hltem, TVGN_ROOT);





item.mask = TVIF_TEXT | TVIF_CHILDREN; 
item.pszText = szBuffer; 
item.cchTextMax = 80; 
m_cTransRotTree.GetItem(&item);
// Did we find the item? 
if (Istrcmp(szBuffer, szItemName) == 0) 
return hltem;
// Check whether we have child items, 
if (item.cChildren)
{




hltemFound = GetltemByName(hltemChild, szItemName);
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// Did we find the item? 
if (hltemFound != NOLL) 
return hltemFound;
}
// Go to next sibling item.
hltem = m_cTransRotTree.GetNextItem(hItem, TVGN_NEXT);
}





// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
int nlmage, nSelectedlmage;
// Determine object and its parent to change relationship 
HTREEITEM selectedObject = m_cTransRotTree.GetSelectedltem() 
CString selectedString = 
m_cTransRotTree.GetltemText(selectedObject);
HTREEITEM selectedObjectParent = 
m_cTransRotTree.GetParentItem(selectedObj ect);
// If the selected object is not the root and 
// the selected object's parent is not the root 
// then change the image, and thus the relationship,
// one step at a time




nlmage = (nlmage + 1) % 4;
nSelectedlmage = (nSelectedlmage +1) % 4; 
m_cTransRotTree.Setltemlmage(selectedObject, nlmage, 
nSelectedlmage);




treePtr->translationOnlyFlag = TRUE; 
treePtr->rotationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
treePtr->transRotFlag = FALSE; 
break; 
case 1 :
treePtr->translationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
treePtr->rotationOnlyFlag = TRUE; 
treePtr->transRotFlag = FALSE; 
break; 
case 2 :
treePtr->translationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
treePtr->rotationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
treePtr->transRotFlag = TRUE;




treePtr->translationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
treePtr->rotationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
treePtr->transRotFlag = FALSE; 
break;
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// glcode.c
// Put/Port your OpenGL 'C1 code here. You can also include this 
// in the C++ source file, but this provides an easy way to isolate 





if include <gl\glaux.h> 
if include "vpgraphics.h" 
ifinclude "glcode.h"
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/////
// Easier way to specify color for Windows bigots 
fdefine glRGB(x, y, z) glColor3ub((GLubyte)x, (GLubyte)y, 
(GLubyte)z)
// Lighting components
GLfloat ambientLight[] = { 0.2f, 0.2f, 0.2f, l.Of };
GLfloat diffuseLight[] = { 0 . 6f, 0.6f, 0.6f, l.Of };
GLfloat specular[] = { l.Of, l.Of, l.Of, l.Of};
GLfloat lightPos[] = { -60.Of, 25.Of, 50.Of, l.Of };
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// Do any initialization of the rendering context here, such as 
// setting background colors, setting up lighting, or performing 







// Called by Windows when it receives the WM_SIZE message.













































topValue = newValue; 
return;
}
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void SetFrustumBottom(double newValue) 
{










farValue = newValue; 
return;
}
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Mefine new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
#endif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering















DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_UNHIDE_LIST, m_cUnhideList); 
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_HIDDEN_LIST, m_cHideList);
















// Get selected object in hidden list 
selectedltem = m_cUnhideList.GetCurSel{);
m_cUnhideList.GetText(selectedltem, objectString);
// Change hide object flag to FALSE 
selectedObject = find(objectString) ; 
selectedObject->hideObjectFlag = FALSE;
// Delete object from hidden list and 
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// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/////
*/
















infile.open(fileName); // open the file 
if (infile.bad()) // error when opening the file 
{
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// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too...)
cerr << "Error: couldn't open ” «  fileName << endl;
return 0 ; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 
debugger to use 
}
ScanGroup(infile, groupValue, groupCode);
while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "EOF", 3)) 1= 0)
{
ScanGroup(infile, groupValue, groupCode);
if((x = strncmp(groupValue, "SECTION", 7)) = = 0  && groupCode
= =  0 )
{
ScanGroup(infile, groupValue, groupCode);
if((x = strncmp(groupValue, "TABLES", 6 )) = = 0  && 
groupCode == 2)
{
while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "ENDSEC", 6)) != 0)
(
ScanGroup(infile, groupValue, groupCode);
if((x = strncmp(groupValue, "LAYER", 5)) == 0 
&& groupCode == 0)
{
ScanGroup(infile, groupValue, groupCode);
= =  0 &&

















(y = strncmp(groupValue, "0", 1))
!= 0 )
strncpy(newObject, groupValue, 
objectCount = GetCurrentMaxObjectNumber(; 
addObject(newObject, objectCount);
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infile.open(fileName); // open the file 
if (infile.bad()) // error when opening the file 
{
// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too...)
cerr «  "Error: couldn't open " << fileName << endl; 
return; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 














while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "3DFACE", 6 )) = = 0  















} while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "ENDSEC", 6 )) != 0);
}
}
} while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "EOF", 3)) != 0);
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struct object *ObjectPtr; 
struct object *foundObjectPtr;
infile.open(fileName); // open the file 
if (infile.bad()) // error when opening the file
{
// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too...)
cerr << "Error: couldn't open " «  fileName «  endl; 
return; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 




ScanGroup(infile, groupValue, groupCode); 




if((x = strncmp(groupValue, "ENTITIES", 8 )) = = 0  && groupCode





while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "3DFACE", 6)) = = 0  






if((x = strncmp(ObjectPtr->name, groupValue, 
strlen(ObjectPtr->name) - 1))











foundObj ectPtr->face[foundObj ectPtr- 
>tempFaceCount].faceColor = atoi(groupValue);
while(groupCode >= 10 && groupCode <= 37)
{
foundObj ectPtr->face[foundObj ectPtr- 
>tempFaceCount].vertex[groupCode % 10]
.coordinates[(groupCode / 10)
- 1] = atof(groupValue);
foundObj ectPtr->face[foundObj ectPtr- 
>tempFaceCount].vertexOrig[groupCode % 10]
.coordinates[(groupCode / 10)






} while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "ENDSEC", 6)) != 0) ;
}
}
} while((x = strncmp(groupValue, "EOF", 3)) != 0);
}
int OutputAllObjectsDXF(const char* fileName)
{
int i, m, n;
struct object *ObjectPtr; 
ofstream outfile; 
int objectCount = 0;
outfile.open(fileName) ; // open the file 
if (outfile.bad()) // error when opening the file 
{
// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too...}
cerr «  "Error: couldn't open " «  fileName «  endl;
return 0; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 
debugger to use 
}
// Write out the header section 
outfile << "9 9 9" «  endl;
outfile << "DXF file created from 'Virtual Prototyping' program. 
<< endl;
outfile << " 0 " << endl;
outfile «  "SECTION" «  endl;
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outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « "HEADER" «  endl;
outfile « " 9" «  endl;
outfile « "SCECOLOR" «  endl;
outfile « " 62" «  endl;
outfile « 0" «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "ENDSEC" «  endl;
// Write out the TABLES section
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "SECTION" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « "TABLES" «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile << "TABLE" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « "LAYER" «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "LAYER" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 "  «  endi;
outfile « "0 " «  endl;
outfile « " 70" «  endl;
outfile « 0 " «  endl;
outfile « " 62" «  endl;
outfile « 15" «  endl;
outfile « " 6" «  endl;




outfile «  " 0" «  endl;
outfile «  "LAYER" << endl;
outfile << " 2" «  endl;
outfile << ObjecrPtr->name «  endl;
outfile << " 70" << endl;
outfile << " 0 " << endl;
outfile «  " 62" << endl;
outfile << " " «  setw(3) << ObjectPtr->objectColor «
endl;
outfile << " 6" «  endl;
outfile «  "CONTINUOUS" «  endl;
ObjectPtr = ObjectPtr->next;
}
outfile << " 0" «  endl;
outfile << "ENDTAB" «  endl; 
outfile << " 0" << endl;
outfile «  "ENDSEC" «  endl;
// Write out the ENTITIES section 
outfile << " 0 "  «  endl;
outfile «  "SECTION" «  endl;
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outfile «  " 2 "  «  endl;




for(i = 0 ;  i < ObjectPtr->numberOfFaces; i++)
{
outfile «  " 0 " «  endl;
outfile << "3DFACE" << endl;
outfile «  " 8 " << endl;
outfile «  ObjectPtr->name << endl; 
outfile «  " 62" «  endl;
outfile «  " " << setw(3) << ObjectPtr-
>face[i].faceColor «  endl;
for(m = 0; m < 4; m++)
for(n = 0 ;  n < 3; n++)
{
outfile «  setw(3) «  ((n + 1) * 10 +• m) << endl; 
outfile «  setiosflags(ios::fixed) <<
setprecision(1 0)
«  ObjectPtr-





outfile << " 0 " «  endl;
outfile «  "ENDSEC" «  endl; 
outfile << " 0 " «  endl;
outfile << "EOF" << endl;
outfile.close();
// fclose(filePointer) ;
/////// DO WE NEED TO CLOSE FILE IN ALL FUNCTIONS? ////////// 
return objectCount;
}
int OutputlndividualObjectDXF(const char* fileName, const char* 
objectName)
{
struct object *ObjectPtr; 
int i, m, n; 
ofstream outfile; 
int objectCount = 0;
outfile.open(fileName); // open the file 
if (outfile.bad()) // error when opening the file 
{
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// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too...)
cerr << "Error: couldn't open " «  fileName «  endl;
return 0 ; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 
debugger to use 
}
// Write out the header section
outfile « "999" «  endl;
outfile « "DXF file created from 'Virtu
endl ;
outfile << '' 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "SECTION" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile << "HEADER" «  endl;
outfile « " 9" «  endl;
outfile << "SCECOLOR" «  endl;
outfile « " 62" «  endl;
outfile << 0 " «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile << "ENDSEC" «  endl;
// Write out the TABLES section
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "SECTION" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « "TABLES" «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "TABLE" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « "LAYER" «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "LAYER" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « "0 ” «  endl;
outfile « " 70" «  endl;
outfile « 0 " «  endl;
outfile « " 62" «  endl;
outfile « 15" «  endl;
outfile « " 6" «  endl;
outfile « "CONTINUOUS" «  endl;
ObjectPtr == find((char *) objectName);
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
outfile « "LAYER" «  endl;
outfile « " 2 " «  endl;
outfile « ObjectPtr->name «  endl;
outfile « " 70" «  endl;
outfile « 0 " «  endl;
outfile « " 62" «  endl;
outfile « " " << setw(3) «  ObjectPtr
outfile « " 6" «  endl;
outfile « "CONTINUOUS" «  endl;
outfile « " 0 " «  endl;
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outfile «  "ENDTAB" «  endl; 
outfile «  " 0 " «  endl;
outfile «  "ENDSEC" «  endl;
// Write out the ENTITIES section 
outfile «  " 0 " << endl;
outfile «  "SECTION" «  endl; 
outfile «  " 2 " «  endl;
outfile «  "ENTITIES" «  endl;
ObjectPtr = find((char *) objectName);
for(i = 0 ;  i < ObjectPtr->numberOfFaces; i++)
{
outfile << " 0 " << endl;
outfile «  "3DFACE" «  endl;
outfile «  " 8 " «  endl;
outfile << ObjectPtr->name «  endl; 
outfile << " 62" «  endl;
outfile << " " «  setw(3) «  ObjectPtr->face[i].faceColor
«  endl;
for(m = 0; m < 4; m++)
for(n = 0 ;  n < 3; n++)
{
outfile «  setw(3) << ((n + 1) * 10 + m) «  endl; 
outfile «  setiosflags(ios::fixed) «
setprecision(1 0 )
«  ObjectPtr- 
>face[i].vertex[m].coordinates[n] «  endl;
}
}
outfile << " 0 " << endl;
outfile << "ENDSEC" «  endl;
outfile << " 0 " << endl;




int OutputAllObjectsDefinition(const char* fileName)
{
int i ;
struct object *ObjectPtr; 
ofstream outfile; 
int objectCount = 0;
outfile.open(fileName); // open the file 
if (outfile.bad()) // error when opening the file 
{
// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too . . . )
cerr «  "Error; couldn't open " «  fileName «  endl;
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return 0 ; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 





outfile «  "OBJECT" «  endl; 
outfile << ObjectPtr->name «  endl; 
for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)
outfile «  setiosflags(ios::fixed) <<
setprecision(8 )
«  ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[0] <<
f f




«  setiosflags(ios::fixed) «
setprecision(8 )
«  ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[2] <<
endl ;






int OutputlndividualObjectDefinition(const char* fileName, const 
char* objectName)
{
struct object *ObjectPtr; 
int i ;
ofstream outfile; 
int objectCount = 0;
outfile.open(fileName); // open the file 
if (outfile.bad()) // error when opening the file 
{
// cerr is the error output stream (usually the screen
too...)
cerr «  "Error: couldn't open " «  fileName «  endl;
return 0 ; // exit tells the program to end, the # is for a 
debugger to use 
}
ObjectPtr = find((char *) objectName);
outfile «  "OBJECT" «  endl; 
outfile «  ObjectPtr->name «  endl;
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for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)
outfile «  setiosflags(ios::fixed) << setprecision(8 )
«  ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[0] << " "
<< setiosflags(ios::fixed) << setprecision(8 ) 
<< ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[1] << " "
<< setiosflags(ios::fixed) «  setprecision(8 ) 
<< ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[2] << endl; 
outfile «  "ENDOBJ" «  endl << flush;
outfile.close();
return objectCount;
int OutputAllObjectsRelationship(const char* fileName) 
{
int objectCount = 0; 
return objectCount;
int OutputlndividualObjectRelationship(const char* fileName, const 
char* objectName)
{
int objectCount = 0; 
return objectCount;
}
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static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
tendif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 















static UINT indicators[] =
{





/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ; / / / / / / / / / / / I / / / / / / / / / ; / / / / /  
/ / / / / / / /
// CMainFrame construction/destruction









int CMainFrame: .-OnCreate (LPCREATESTRUCT lpCreateStruct) 
{




return -1; // fail to create
if (Im_wndStatusBar.Create(this) II
!m_wndStatusBar.Setlndicators(indicators, 
sizeof (indicators) /sizeof (UINT) ) )
return - 1; // fail to create
// TODO: Remove this if you don't want tool tips or a resizeable 
toolbar
m_wndToolBar.SetBarStyle(m_wndToolBar.GetBarStyle() |
CBRS_TOOLTIPS I CBRS_FLYBY | CBRS_SIZE_DYNAMIC);













CBRS TOOLTIPS | CBRS FLYBY | CBRS SIZE DYNAMIC);
to
// TODO: Delete these three lines if you don't want the toolbar 
// be dockable
m_wndToolBar. EnableDocking (C3RS_ALIGN_A.NY) ;
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// TODO: Modify the Window class or styles here by modifying 
// the CREATESTRUCT cs 
cs.style &= ~FWS_ADDTOTITLE; 
cs.lpszName = "Virtual Prototyping";
// Size the window to 3/4 screen size and center it 
cs.cv = ::GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYSCREEN) * 3 / 4 ;  
cs.cx = :: GetSystemMetrics (SM_CXSCF.EEN) * 3 / 4 ;  
cs.y = ((cs.cy * 4 / 3) - cs.cy) / 2; 





// CMainFrame diagnostics 
#ifdef _DEBUG











// CMainFrame message handlers
// Route message to CView derived class
void CMainFrame::OnPaletteChanged(CWnd* pFocusWnd)
{
CView* pView = GetActiveView(); 
if (pView)
{
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// Route message to CView derived class 
BOOL CMainFrame::OnQueryNewPalette()
{
CView* pView = GetActiveView(); 
if (pView)
{




















int cy = ::GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYSCREEN) * 3 / 4 ;
int cx = ::GetSystemMetrics(SM_CXSCREEN) * 3 / 4 ;
rect.top = ((cy * 4 / 3) - cy) / 2;
rect.left = ((cx * 4 / 3 )  - cx) / 2;
rect.bottom = rect.top + cy + 1;
rect.right = rect.left + cx + 1;
MoveWindow(rect, TRUE);
rect.bottom = rect.top + cy; 
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void CMainFrame::DefineViewingVolumeParameters()
{
int i, m, n;
double minValue[3], maxValue[3]; 
struct object *objectPtr;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
minValue[i] = 0 ;  





for(m = 0 ; m < objectPtr->numberOfFaces; m++) 
for(n = 0 ;  n < 4; n++)
{
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{











SetFrustumLeft(3 * minValue[0]); 
SetFrustumRight(3 * maxValue[0]); 






int cy = ::GetSystemMetrics(SM_CYSCREEN) * 3 / 4 ;
int cx = ::GetSystemMetrics(SM_CXSCREEN) * 3 / 4 ;
rect.top = ((cy * 4 / 3 )  - cy) / 2;
rect.left = ((cx * 4 / 3 )  - cx) / 2;
rect.bottom = rect.top + cy + 1 ;
rect.right = rect.left + cx + 1 ;
MoveWindow(rect, TRUE);
rect.bottom = rect.top + cy;
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rect.right = rect.left + cx; 
MoveWindow(rect, TRUE); 
Invalidate(FALSE);
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fdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
fundef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
fendif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 





CObjectDlg::CObjectDlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/) 
: CDialog (CObjectDlg::IDD, pParent)
{
//{{AFX_DATA_INIT(CObjectDlg) 
m_nameString = _ T (""); 
m_numberFaces = 0; 
m_objectNumber = 0 ;  
m_faceNumber = 0; 
m_dPointOX = 0.0; 
m_dPoint0Y = 0.0; 
m_dPoint0Z = 0.0; 
m_dPointlX = 0.0; 
m_dPointlY = 0.0; 
m_dPointlZ = 0.0; 
m_dPoint2X = 0.0; 
m_dPoint2Y = 0.0; 
m_dPoint2Z = 0.0; 
m_dPoint3X = 0.0; 
m_dPoint3Y = 0.0; 
m_dPoint3Z = 0.0; 
m_faceColor = 0; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = FALSE; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = FALSE;








DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_NUMBER_FACES, m_numberFaces); 
DDX_Text(pDX, IDC_OBJECT_NUMBER, m_objectNumber); 




























/ / / / / / / /
// CObjectDlg message handlers
BOOL CObj ectDlg::OnlnitDialog ()
{
CDiaiog::OnlnitDialog() ;




objectPtr = startNextObject () ;
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currentObject = objectPtr; 
if(objectPtr)
objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_nameString = objectString;
tempValue = objectPtr->pseudoObjectFlag; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->hideObjectFlag; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue - objectPtr->number; 
m_objectNumber = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
m_numberFaces = tempValue;
m faceNumber = 0;
tempValue = objectPtr->face[0].faceColor; 
m_faceColor = tempValue;
m _dPointOX = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[0].coordinates[0 ]
m dPointOY = obj ectPtr->face[0 .vertex[0].coordinates[1 ]
m _dPointOZ = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[0].coordinates[2 ]
m 'dPointlX = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[1].coordinates[0 ]
m _dPointlY = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[1].coordinates[1]
m _dPointlZ = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[1].coordinates[2 ]
m _dPoint2X = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[2 ].coordinates[0 ]
m dPoint2Y = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[2 ].coordinates[1]
m ’dPoint2Z = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[2 ].coordinates[2 ]
m "dPoint3X = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[3] .coordinates[0 ]
m ]dPoint3Y = objectPtr->face[0 .vertex[3] .coordinates[1]




























return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control















objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_nameString = objectString;
tempValue = objectPtr->pseudoObjectFlag; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->hideObjectFlag; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->number; 
m_objectNumber = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
m_numberFaces = tempValue;





































>face [0 ] 






























































































objectString = objectPtr->name; 
m_nameString = objectString;
tempValue = objectPtr->pseudoObjectFlag; 
m_bPseudoObjectFlag = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->hideObjectFlag; 
m_bHideObjectFlag = tempValue;
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tempValue = objectPtr->number; 
m_objectNumber = tempValue;
tempValue = objectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
m_numberFaces = tempValue;








































































































GetDlgltem (IDC_FACE_COLOR) ->EnableWindow(TRUE) ;
GetDlgltem(IDC_POINT0X)->EnableWindow(TRUE);
GetDlgltem(IDC_POINT0Y)->EnableWindow(TRUE);


















if(m_faceNumber < currentObject->numberOfFaces - 1)
{
m_f aceNumber++;
m_faceColor = objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].faceColor 
m_dPointOX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[0];
m_dPointOY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0] .coordinates [1];
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[2];
m_dPointlX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[l].coordinates[0];
m_dPointlY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertexfl].coordinates[1];
m_dPointlZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[l] .coordinates[2];
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint2Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber] .vertex[2].coordinates [1];
m_dPoint2Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2] . coordinates[2];
m_dPoint3X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3] .coordinates[1];
m_dPoint3Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m faceNumber] .vertex[3] .coordinates [2];
UpdateData(FALSE)












m_faceColor = objectPtr->face[m_faceNumber].faceColor; 
m_dPointOX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber] .vertexfO] .coordinates[0];
m_dPointOY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[1];
m_dPointOZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[0].coordinates[2];
m_dPointlX = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber] .vertex[1].coordinates[0];
m_dPointlY = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[l].coordinates[1];
m_dPointlZ = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[1].coordinates[2];
m_dPoint2X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint2Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[1];
m_dPoint2Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[2].coordinates[2];
m_dPoint3X = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber] .vertex[3].coordinates[0];
m_dPoint3Y = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[1];
m_dPoint3Z = objectPtr- 
>face[m_faceNumber].vertex[3].coordinates[2];
(JpdateData (FALSE)
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// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering












TreeObjectPtr ObjectTree::CreateNewNode(struct object *newObject, 
TreeObjectPtr parentObjectPtr)
{
TreeObjectPtr newObjectPtr = new treeObject; 
if(newObject != NULL)
{
newObjectPtr->data = newObject; 
newObjectPtr->translationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
newObjectPtr->rotationOnlyFlag = FALSE; 
newObjectPtr->transRotFlag = FALSE; 
newObjectPtr->parent_ptr = parentObjectPtr; 





void ObjectTree::AddNode(TreeObjectPtr parentObjectPtr, struct object 
*newObj ectPtr)
{
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CString tempString;
if ((parentObjectPtr == root_object_ptr) && (root_object_ptr 
NULL))
root_object_ptr = CreateNewNode(newObjectPtr, 
parentObjectPtr);
else if(parentObjectPtr == NULL)
{
tempString = ("Invalid pointer.");










TreeObjectPtr sibling_object_ptr = parentObjectPtr- 
>first_child_ptr;
while(sibling_object_ptr->sibling_list_ptr != NULL) 














if(treePtr == treePtr->parent_ptr->first_child_ptr) 
treePtr->parent_ptr->first_child_ptr = treePtr- 
>sibling_list_ptr;
if(treePtr == treePtr->parent_ptr->sibling_list_ptr) 
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i = strncmp(treePtr->data->name, findObjectName, 
strlen(findObjectName));





















TreeObjectPtr currentPtr = treePtr; 
static int i = 0 ;
if(root_object_ptr == NULL)
{
tempString = "Tree is empty.";




if(i > 0 )
{
tempString = CString(currentPtr->data->name) + CString(
>") ;




tempString = CString(currentPtr->data->name) + CStringC':") 
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i = strncmp(treePtr->data->name, findObjectName, 
strlen{findObjectName));




tempPtr = FindNode(findObjectName, treePtr->first_child_ptr); 





tempPtr = FindNode(findObjectName, treePtr- 
>sibling_list_ptr);











int i = 0 ;
if(treePtr != NULL) 
i++;
if(treePtr->first_child_ptr != NULL)





void ObjectTree::PreorderStringList(CStringList& stringList) 
{
PreorderStringList(root_object_ptr, stringList);
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if (treePtr->first_child_ptr != NULL)
PreorderStringList(treePtr->first_child_ptr, stringList); 









// TODO: add storing code here 
int i, ObjectCount;
ObjectCount = ObjectCount() - 1;




for(i = 0 ;  i < ObjectCount; i++)
{
CString objectString = stringList.GetHead(); 
TreeObjectPtr objectPtr = FindNode(objectString);
ar << objectString;
if(obj ectPtr->translationOnlyFlag) 
ar «  "TRUE";
else
ar «  "FALSE";
if(objectPtr->rotationOnlyFlag) 
ar «  "TRUE";
else
ar «  "FALSE";
if(objectPtr->transRotFlag) 
ar «  "TRUE";
else
ar «  "FALSE"; 
ar «  objectPtr->parent_ptr->data->name;













for(i = 0 ;  i < ObjectCount; i++)
{
ar »  objectString; 
ar »  translationString; 
ar »  rotationString; 
ar »  transRotString; 
ar »  parentString;
TreeObjectPtr parentPtr = FindNode(parentString) 
struct object *newObjectPtr = find((const char*) 
objectString);
AddNode(parentPtr, newObjectPtr);















ObjectTreeS ObjectTree::operator= (ObjectTreeS tree) 
{
root_object_ptr = tree.GetRootObjectPtr(); 
return *this;
}
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// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/////
struct PointStructure NewPoint; 
struct FaceStructure NewFace; 
struct object Object; 
struct object *start; 
struct object *last;







if(strlen(p) > (double) count) printf("\nToo Long\n");
} while(strlen(p) > (double) count); 
strcpy(s, p);
}
void dls_store(struct object *i, struct object **start, struct object 
**last)
{
struct object *old, *p;
if(*last == NULL)
{
i->next = NULL; 
i->previous = NULL;
*last = i;
*start = i; 
return;
}















p->previous->next = i; 





i->next = p; 
i->previous = NULL; 
p->previous = i;




old->next = i; 
i->next = NULL; 
i->previous = old;
*last = i;
void addObject(const char* objectName, int objectNumber) 
{
int i, j, In­
struct object *ObjectPtr;






for(i = 0; i < 3000; i++)
{




ObjectPtr->disassemblyAngle = 0 ;
for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[j] = 0;
for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)
ObjectPtr->pTerap[i] = ObjectPtr->p[i];
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
for(j = 0 ;  j < 4; j++)
ObjectPtr->pp.x[i][j] = 0;
for(k = 0 ; k < 1 0; k++)
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0 ;  j < 4 ;  j++)




















*last = i->previous; 
free(i);
}













printf("Name not found.\n"); 
return NULL;






if (objectNumber == ObjectPtr->number) return ObjectPtr; 
ObjectPtr = ObjectPtr->next;
}
printf("Number not found.\n"); 
return NULL;
struct object *findBy(int objectNumber) 
return findByNumber(objectNumber);
truct object *startObject() 
return start;
struct object *startNextObject() 
{
return start->next;
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struct object *ObjectPtr; 



















struct object *ObjectPtr; 
int max = 0;
ObjectPtr = start; 
while(ObjectPtr)
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{
if(ObjectPtr->number > max) 
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// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
// Louisiana Tech University
/////
struct object *startTemp; 
struct object *lastTemp;
void dls_storeTemp(struct object *i, struct object **startTemp, 
struct object ’*lastTemp)
{
struct object *old, *p;
if(*lastTemp == NULL)
{
i->next = NULL; 
i->previous = NULL; 
*lastTemp = i; 






if(strcmp(p->name, i->name)<0 ) 
{
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i->next = p; 
i->previous = NULL; 
p->previous = i;




old->next = i; 


















ObjectPtr->disassemblyAngle = 0 ;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 6; i++)



















*lastTemp = i->previous; 
free(i);
}






if(objectNumber == ObjectPtr->number) return ObjectPtr 
ObjectPtr = ObjectPtr->next;
}
printf("Number not found.\n"); 
return NULL;
}
struct object *startTempObject(void) 
{
return startTemp;
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#define new DEBUG_NEW 
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
#endif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering
















DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_OBJECT_TREE, m_cObjectTree); 



















// TODO: Add extra initialization here 
struct object* objectPtr;




















return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a 
control
// EXCEPTION: OCX Property Pages should return
FALSE
}
void CTreeDialog::OnSelchangedObjectTree(NMHDR* pNMHDR, LRESULT* 
pResult)
{
NM_TREEVIEW* pNMTreeView = (NM_TREEVIEW*)pNMHDR;
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
HTREEITEM templtem;
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CString tempText;











CComboBox *objectBox = (CComboBox*) GetDlgltem(IDC_OBJECT) 
ASSERT(objectBox) ;
selection = objectBox->GetCurSel();
if (selection == CB_ERR)
{
MessageBox("Please select an object.", "Object Error", 




// Tree structure 
TVINSERTSTRUCT tvlnsert; 
tvlnsert.hlnsertAfter = TVI_LAST; 
tvlnsert.item.mask = TVIF_TEXT; 
tvlnsert.item.state = 0 ; 
tvlnsert.item.stateMask = 0; 
tvlnsert.item.cchTextMax = 6; 
tvlnsert.item.iSelectedlmage = 0; 
tvlnsert.item.cChildren = 0 ;  
tvlnsert.item.IParam = 0;
HTREEITEM parentObject = m_cObjectTree.GetSelectedltem(); 
tvlnsert.hParent = parentObject;
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parentString = m_cObjectTree.GetltemText(parentObject);
TreeObjectPtr newPtr = newTree.FindNode(parentString); 
struct object *newObjectPtr = find((const char*) 
objectString);
newTree.AddNode(newPtr, newObjectPtr);
















void CTreeDialog::OnKeydownObjectTree(NMHDR* pNMHDR, LRESULT* 
pResult)
{
TV_KEYDOWN* pTVKeyDown = (TV_KEYDOWN*)pNMHDR;
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here 
CString objectString;
HTREEITEM childObject;
CComboBox *objectBox = (CComboBox*) GetDlgltem(IDC_OBJECT); 
ASSERT(objectBox);
if(pTVKeyDown->wVKey =  VK_DELETE)
{
HTREEITEM selectedObject = m_cObjectTree.GetSelectedltem() 




objectString = CString("Continue deleting the ")
+ selectedString 
+ CStringC object?");
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tvlnsert.item.mask = TVIF_TEXT | TVIF_HANDLE;
tvlnsert.item.state = 0 ;
tvlnsert.item.stateMask = 0 ;
tvlnsert.item.cchTextMax = 6 ;
tvlnsert.item.iSelectedlmage = 0;
tvlnsert.item.cChildren = 0 ;
tvlnsert.item.IParam = 0;
tvlnsert.item.pszText = treePtr->data->name;
insertedltem = m_cObjectTree.Insertltem(&tvlnsert); 
if(treePtr == newTree.GetRootObjectPtr()) 
hroot = insertedltem;
if (treePtr->sibling_list_ptr != NULL)
PreorderAdd(treePtr->sibling_list_ptr); 
if (treePtr->first_child_ptr 1= NULL)
PreorderAdd(treePtr->first_child_ptr);
}
HTREEITEM CTreeDialog::GetltemByName(HTREEITEM hltem, LPCTSTR 
szItemName)
{
// If hltem is NULL, start search from root item, 
if (hltem == NULL)
m_cObjectTree.GetNextltem(hltem, TVGN_ROOT);





item.mask = TVIF_TEXT | TVIF_CHILDREN; 
item.pszText = szBuffer; 
item.cchTextMax = 80; 
m_cObjectTree.Getltem(&item);
// Did we find the item? 
if (lstrcmp(szBuffer, szItemName) == 0) 
return hltem;
// Check whether we have child items, 
if (item.cChildren)
{




hltemFound = GetltemByName(hltemChild, szItemName)
// Did we find the item? 
if (hltemFound != NULL)
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return hltemFound;
}
// Go to next sibling item.
hltem = m_cObjectTree.GetNextItem(hItem, TVGN_NEXT)
}
// Not found, 
return NULL;
}
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Sdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
Sundef THIS_FILE
static char TF.IS_FILE[] =  FILE ;
Sendif
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering








// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove mapping
macros here.
// DO NOT EDIT what you see in these blocks of 
generated code!
//}}AFX_MSG_MAP
// Standard file based document commands 
ON_COMMAN D (ID_FILE_NEW, CWinApp::OnFileNew) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_OPEN, CWinApp::OnFileOpen)








// TODO: add construction code here,
// Place all significant initialization in Initlnstance













// If you are not using these features and wish to reduce the
size
// of your final executable, you should remove from the 
following
// the specific initialization routines you do not need.
#ifdef _AFXDLL
Enable3dControls() ; // Call this when using MFC
in a shared DLL 
#else
Enable3dControlsStatic(); // Call this when linking to MFC
statically 
#endif
LoadStdProfileSettings(); // Load standard INI file options
(including MRU)
// Register the application's document templates. Document 
templates
// serve as the connection between documents, frame windows 
and views.
CSingleDocTemplate* pDocTemplate; 
pDocTemplate = new CSingleDocTemplate(
IDR_MAINFRAME,
RUNTIME_CLASS(CVPDoc),
RUNTIME_CLASS(CMainFrame), // main SDI frame window
RUNTIME_CLASS(CVPView));
AddDocTemplate(pDocTemplate);
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Sdefine new DEBUG_NEW 
Sundef THIS_FILE 









Virtual Prototyping Software 
David W. Manry









ON COMMAND(ID ANIMATE EXECUTE, OnAnimateExecute)










ON_U P DAT E_COMMAN D_CJ I (I D_AN I MAT E_EX EC UT E,
OnUpdateAnimateExecute)







ON_U P DAT E_COMMAND_UI(ID_EDIT_OBJECT, OnUpdateEditObject) 
ON_COMMAND(ID_FILE_EXPORT, OnFileExport)















ON_COMMAND(ID_OBJECT_ADD , OnObj ectAdd)
ON_COMMAND(ID_OBJECT_COPY, OnObj ectCopy)








ON_U P DAT E_COMMAN D_UI(ID_VIEW_AXES, OnUpdateViewAxes)
0N_UPDATE_COMMAND_UI(ID_OBJECT_LIST, OnUpdateObjectList)









ON COMMAND(ID ANIMATE CLEAR, OnAnimateClear)













// TODO: add storing code here 
int i, j, k, count; 
struct object *ObjectPtr;





ar «  ObjectPtr->name;
ar «  ObjectPtr->number;
ar << ObjectPtr->numberOfFaces;
ar «  ObjectPtr->disassemblyDistance;
ar «  ObjectPtr->disassemblyAngle;
for(i = 0; i < 3000; i++)
{
ar << Object?tr->face[i].faceColor; 
ar «  ObjectPtr->face [i].numberOfVertices;
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
for(k = 0; k < 3; k++)
{
ar «  ObjectPtr- 
>face [i] .vertex[j].coordinates[k];




for(i = 0 ; i < 6 ; i++)
ar << ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[0] 
«  ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[1] 
«  ObjectPtr->p[i].coordinates[2] ;
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
ar << ObjectPtr-
>translationMatrix.x[i] [j] ;
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for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
ar «  ObjectPtr->rotationMatrix.x[i][j];
for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
ar << ObjectPtr- 
>parentTranslationMatrix.x[i][j];
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
ar «  ObjectPtr- 
>parentRotationMatrix.x[i] [j];
for(k = 0 ; k < 1 0; k++)
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0 ; j < 4; j ++)
ar «  ObjectPtr->ppFrame[k].x[i][j];
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
ar << ObjectPtr->pp.x[i][j];






// TODO: add loading code here 
CString nameString; 
int i, j, k, m, count, number; 
struct object *0bjectPtr;
ar >> count;
for(m = 0 ; m < count; m++)
{
ar »  nameString; 
ar »  number; 
addObject((const char*) nameString, number); 
ObjectPtr = findBy(number);
ar >> ObjectPtr->numberOfFaces; 
ar >> ObjectPtr->disassemblyDistance; 
ar >> ObjectPtr->disassemblyAngle; 
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3000; i++)
{
ar »  ObjectPtr->face[i].faceColor; 
ar >> ObjectPtr->face[i].numberOfVertices;
for(j = 0 ;  j < 4; j++)
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// TODO: Add your command handler code here 
int i, j, n, m, counter; 






for(m = 0 ; m < objectPtr->numberOfFaces; m++) 
for(n = 0; n < 4; n++)
{
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
objectPtr-
>face[m].vertexCurrent[n].coordinates[i] = objectPtr- 
>face[m].vertex[n].coordinates[i] ;
objectPtr-







frameDialog.m_iFrameNumber = -1; 
frameDialog.DoModal();
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{
// TODO: Add your command handler code here
int i, j;
double tmp[6][3], tt[3]; 
struct object *objectPtr; 
struct PointStructure pi; 
double dist; 





for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++) origin[i] = 0 ;
dist = -1 * Disp(origin, objectPtr->pTemp[0].coordinates)
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
pi.coordinates[i] = 0 ;
Trans3(pl, a);
for(i = 0; i < 6; i++)
objectPtr->pTemp[i] = objectPtr->p[i];
for(i = 0; i < 6; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
tmp[i][j] = objectPtr->pTemp[i].coordinates[j];
Move(tmp[l], dist, tt);
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
tmp[0 ] [i] += tt [i];
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
tmp [2] [i] = tmp [3] [i] ;
for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)








struct PointStructure pi; 
int i, j;
double origin[3], tt[3], dist, arr[4], tmp[6][3]; 
double al[4][4];
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for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{
p i .coordinates[i] = 0 .0 ; 





Trans3(pi, objectPtr->ppReverse.x) ; 





for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
{




for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
arr[i] = tmp[l][i];
dist = Disp(origin, tmp[0]);
Move(arr, -dist, tt) ;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
pi.coordinates[i] = -tt[i];
Trans3(pi, al);









// TODO: Add your command handler code here 
cameraAngleXSubtract();





























// TODO: Add your command handler code here 
int i, j, m, re­
double tmp[6][3], tt[3]; 
struct object *objectPtr; 
struct PointStructure pi, p2, p3; 
double dist, ang, pi, sum; 
double a [4][4 ] ;
objectPtr = startNextObject() ;
while(objectPtr)
{
dist = objectPtr->disassemblyDistance; 
ang = objectPtr->disassemblyAngle;
pi = 4.0 * atan(l.O); 
ang = ang * pi / 180;
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for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
pi.coordinates[i] = 0 ;
Trans3(pi, a);
for(i = 0 ; i < 6 ; i++)
objectPtr->pTemp[i] = objectPtr->p[i];
for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++) 
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)
tmp[i][j] = objectPtr->pTemp[i].coordinates[j];
Move(tmp[1], dist, tt) ;
f o r d  = 0; i < 3; i++) 
tmp [0] [i] += tt [i] ;
// Copy axis of rotation points in pi and p2 
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
pi.coordinates[i] = tmp[4][i]; 
p 2 .coordinates[i] = tmp[5][i];
p 3 .coordinates[i] = tmp[2 ] [i]; // copy point for later
use
}
GenRot3(ang, pi, p2, a);
MatCopy(a, objectPtr->rotationMatrix.x);
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
sum = 0 ;
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++)
sum += p3.coordinates[j] * a[i][j];
tmp [2 ] [i] = sum;
}
for(i = 0 ; i < 6; i++)




// New locations 
////
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
pi .coordinates[i] = 0 ;
objectPtr = startNextObject();










for(m - 0 ; m < objectPtr->numberOfFaces; m++) 
for(n = 0 ;  n < 4; n++)






objectPtr->assemblyDistance = -(objectPtr- 
>disassemblyDistance);
objectPtr->assemblyAngle = -(objectPtr- 
>disassemblyAngle);














// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();



















// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();























// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here
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int count;








































// TODO: Add your command handler code here 
angleYSubtract();






// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();



























void CVPDoc::OnUpdateObjectRotateUp(CCmdUI* pCmdUI) 
rI

















// TODO: Add your command handler code here 
CFileDialog m_saveFileDialog(TRUE, "dxf", MULL, 
OFN_HIDEREADONLY | OFN_OVERWRITEPROMPT,
"DXF Files (*.dxf) |* .dxf[All Files (* . *) I *.* I I") ;
if(m_saveFileDialog.DoModal() == IDOK)
{
m_fileSaveResults = m_saveFileDialog.GetPathName(); 
m_fileSaveString = (const char*) m_fileSaveResults;




















// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();
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for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
sura += pcw( arr[i], 2 );
y = sqrt(sum) ;
if(y != 0 ) tmp = dis / y;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++) 
a[i] = arr[i] * tmp;
}
void CVPDoc::Trans3(PointStructure t, double a [] [4] )
{
int i, j;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
a[i][j] = 0 ;
a[i][i] = 1;
}






struct PointStructure pi; 
int i, j;
double origin[3], tt[3], dist, arr[4], tmp[6] [3]; 
double a l [4][4];
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
pi.coordinates[i] = 0 .0 ; 











for(i = 0 ; i < 6 ; i++)
{
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for(j = 0 ;  j < 3 ;  j++)
{




for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
arr[i] = tmp[l][i];
dist = Disp(origin, tmp[0]);
Move(arr, dist, tt) ;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
pi.coordinates[i] = -tt[i];
Trans3(pi, al);










double a [4] [4], rx[4][4], ry[4] [4] , rz[4][4], m[4][4], b[4][4], 
e [ 4 ] [ 4 ] ;
double ai[4][4], rxi[4][4], ryi[4][4], m i [4][4], bi[4][4]; 
double d, divisor, difference[3]; 
double alpha, beta;
PointStructure pOi, c; 
double epsilon = 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
difference[i] = pi.coordinates[i] - pO.coordinates [i];
divisor = sqrt(difference[0 ] * difference[0] + 
difference[1 ] * difference[1] + 
difference[ 2 ] * difference[2 ]);
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
if(fabs(divisor) > epsilon)
c .coordinates[i] = difference[i] / divisor; 
else c.coordinates[i] = 0;
if(fabs(divisor) > epsilon)
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d = sqrt(c.coordinates[1 ] * c.coordinates[1 ] + 
c.coordinates[2 ] * c.coordinates[2 ]); 
else d = 0 ;
if(fabs(d) > epsilon)
alpha = acos(c.coordinates[2 ] /a); 
else alpha = 0 ;
if((pi.coordinates[01 < 0 && pi.coordinates[1] > 0 ) 








Mult3(b, a, m) ;
Rot3(2, theta, rz);
pOi.coordinates[0] = -pO.coordinates[0]; 










void CVPDoc::Rot3(int m, double theta, double a[][4])
{
int i, j, ml, m2 ; 
double c, s;
f o r d  = 0; i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
a[i] [j ] = 0 ;
a [m] [m] = 1 ; 
a [3] [3] = 1;
ml = (m + 1) % 3; 
m2 = (ml + 1) % 3;
c = cos(theta); 
s = sin(theta);
a [ml] [ml] = c; 
a [m2 ] [m2 ] = c; 
a[ml][m2 ] = -s; 
a [m2 ] [ml] = s;
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}
void CVPDoc::Mult3(double a[][4], double b[][4], double c [][4]} 
{
int i, j, k; 
double ab;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++) {
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) {
ab = 0 .0 ;
for(k = 0 ;  k < 4; k++) 














else x = 0 ;
ang = x; 
return ang ;
}
void CVPDoc::MatCopy(double a[][4], double b[][4])
{
int i, j;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0; j < 4; j++) 
b[i] [j] = a [i] [j] ;
}
double CVPDoc::Disp(double pl[], double p 2 [] )
{
int i ;
double sum = 0 ;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++) sum += pow(p2[i]-pi[i], 2); 
return sqrt(sum);
}
double CVPDoc::Angle(PointStructure pi, PointStructure p2)
{
PointStructure pO, p3; 
int i;
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double tempi, temp2 , ang;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
p3.coordinates[i] = (pi.coordinates[i] + 
p2 .coordinates[i]) / 2 ;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
pO.coordinates[i] = 0 ;
tempi = Distance(pl, pO); 
temp2 = Distance(pl, p3);
double epsilon = 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1;
if(fabs(tempi) > epsilon)
{
ang = 2 * asin(temp2 / tempi);
)
else ang = 0 ; 
return ang;
}
double CVPDoc::Distance(PointStructure pi, PointStructure p2) 
{
int i;
double sum = 0;








int i, j; 
double sum;
for(i = 0 ;  i < 3; i++)
{
sum - 0 ;
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++)











double objectMatrix[4][4], identityMatrix[4][4], 
parentMatrix[4] [4], finalObjectMatrix[4] [4] ; 
struct PointStructure p;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i+-f-)
p.coordinates[i] = 0 .0 ;
Trans3(p, identityMatrix) ;
if(treePtr != NULL && treePtr != objectTree.GetRootObjectPtr())
{
TreeObjectPtr parentTreePtr = treePtr->parent_ptr; 
































MatCopy(ident ityMatrix, treePtr->data- 
>parentTranslationMatrix.x);


















if (treePtr->sibling_list_ptr 1= NULL)
PreorderTransform(treePtr->sibling_list_ptr); 





double objectMatrix[4][4], identityMatrix[4][4], 
parentMatrix[4][4], finalObjectMatrix[4][4]; 
struct PointStructure p;
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++)
p.coordinates[i] = 0 .0 ;
Trans3(p, identityMatrix);
if(treePtr != NULL && treePtr != objectTree.GetRootObjectPtr ())
{
TreeObjectPtr parentTreePtr = treePtr->parent_ptr; 























































if (treePtr->sibling_list_ptr != NULL)
PreorderTransform(treePtr->sibling_list_ptr); 



















// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here
// Determine if the Axes menu entry should be checked 
pCmdUI->SetCheck(GetAxesFlag());
)
void CVPDoc: :OnCJpdateObjectList (CCmdUI* pCmdUI)
{
// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();







// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();











void CVPDoc: -.OnObjectRelations {)
{







// TODO: Add your command handler code here






// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here












// TODO: Add your command update UI handler code here 
int count;
count = ObjectCount();







// TODO: Add your command handler code here 





for(k = 0 ; k < 1 0; k++)
for(i = 0 ;  i < 4; i++)
for(j = 0 ;  j < 4; j++)
objectPtr->ppFrame[k].x[i][j] = 0;
objectPtr = NextObject(objectPtr) ;
}
}
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// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/////
GLubyte rasters[][13] = {
{0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 },





0x18, 0x18, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18
{0x0 0 , 
0x36,
0x0 0 , 
0x36},





0x0 0 , 0x6 6, 0x 6 6, Oxf f, 0x6 6, 0x6 6, Oxf f, 0x6 6, 0x66
{0x0 0 , 
0x7e,
0x0 0 , 
0x18},
0x18, 0x7e, Oxf f, Oxlb, Oxlf, 0x7e, Oxf 8 , 0xd8 , Oxf f
{0x0 0 , 
0xd8 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x70},
OxOe, 0x1b, Oxdb, 0x6e, 0x30, 0x18, 0x0c, 0x76, Oxdb
{0x0 0 ,
0x6c,
0x0 0 , 
0x38},
0x7 f, 0xc6, Oxcf, 0xd8, 0x70, 0x70, 0xd8 , Oxcc, Oxcc
{0x0 0,
0x0c,
0x0 0 , 
OxOe},
0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0 , 0x18, Oxlc
{0x0 0,
0x18,
0x0 0 , 
0x0c },
0x0c, 0x18, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30
{0x0 0, 
0x18,
0x0 0 , 
0x30},
0x30, 0x18, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c
{0x0 0,
0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 },
0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x99, 0x5a, 0x3c, Oxf f, 0x3c, 0x5a, 0x99
{0x0 0, 
0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 },
0x0 0 , 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, Oxf f, Oxf f, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18
{0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 },
0x30, 0x18, Oxlc, Oxlc, 0x0 0, 0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x00
{0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 },
0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x0 0, Oxf f, Oxf f, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x00
{0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 
0x0 0 },
0x0 0 , 0x38, 0x38, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x00




0x60, 0x30, 0x30, 0x18, 0x18, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x06, 0x06
{0x0 0 , 
0x6 6,
0x0 0 , 
0x3c},
0x3c, 0x6 6, 0xc3, 0xe3, Oxf 3, Oxdb, Oxcf, 0xc7, 0xc3




0x7e, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x78
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{0x0 0 , 0x0 0, Oxff, OxcO, OxcO, 0x60,
0xe7, 0x7e},
{0x0 0, 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0xe7, 0x03, 0x03,
0xe7, 0x7e},
{0x0 0, 0x0 0 , OxOe, OxOe, OxOe, OxOe,
Oxlc, 0x0c },
{0x0 0, 0x0 0 , Ox7e, 0xe7, 0x03, 0x03,
OxcO, Oxff},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0xe7, 0x7e},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30,
0x03, Oxf f },
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0xe7, 0x7e},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0xe7, 0x03, 0x03,
0xe7, 0x7e},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x38, 0x38, 0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 , 0x0 0 },
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x30, 0x18, Oxlc, Oxlc,
0x0 0 , 0x0 0 },
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x06, OxOe, 0x18, 0x30,
0x0c, 0x06},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x0 0 , 0x0 0, Oxff, Oxff,
0x0 0 , 0x0 0 },
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, OxOe,
0x30, 0x60},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0, 0x18, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x18,
0xc3, 0x7e},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0, Ox3f, 0x60, Oxcf, Oxdb,
0x0 0 , 0x0 0 },
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0x3c, 0x18},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , Oxfe, 0xc7, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0xc7, Oxfe},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0xe7, OxcO, OxcO,
0xe7, Ox7e},
{0x0 0, 0x0 0 , Oxfc, Oxce, 0xc7, 0xc3,
Oxce, Oxfc},
{0x0 0, 0x0 0 , Oxff, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
OxcO, Oxff},
{0x0 0, 0x0 0 , OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
OxcO, Oxff},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3,
Oxe7, 0x7e},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0xc3, 0xc3},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7e, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18,
0x18, 0x7e},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0x7c, Oxee, 0xc6, 0x06,
0x0 6, 0x06},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0xc3, 0xc6, Oxcc, Oxd8 ,
0xc6, Oxc3},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , Oxff, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
OxcO, OxcO},
{0x0 0 , 0x0 0 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0xe7, 0xc3},
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0x30, 0x18, OxOe, 0x06, 0x03
0x07, 0x7e, 0x07, 0x03, 0x03
OxOe, Oxff, Oxcc, 0x6c, 0x3c
0x07, Oxfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO
0xc7, Oxfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO
0x18, OxOe, 0x06, 0x03, 0x03
0xe7, 0x7e, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3
0x03, 0x7 f, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3
0x0 0, 0x38, 0x38, 0x0 0, 0x00
0x0 0, 0x0 0 , Oxlc, Oxlc, 0x00
0x60, OxcO, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18,
0x0 0, Oxff, Oxff, 0x0 0, 0x0 0,
0x06, 0x03, 0x06, OxOe, 0x18,
0x18, OxOe, 0x06, 0x03, 0xc3,
Oxd3, Oxdd, 0xc3, 0x7e, 0x0 0 ,
Oxff, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x6 6,
0xc7, Oxfe, 0xc7, 0xc3, 0xc3,
OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc3, Oxc3, 0xc7,
OxcO, Oxfc, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
OxcO, OxcO, Oxfc, OxcO, OxcO,
Oxcf, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
0xc3, Oxff, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3,
0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18,
0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06,
Oxf 0, OxeO, Oxf 0, 0xd8, Oxcc,
OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO,
0xc3, 0xc3, Oxdb, Oxff, Oxff,
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0x0 0, 0x7f, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x7f, 0x03, 0xc3, 0x7e, 0x0 0, 0x00
0x0 0,
{0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 }, 




0x0 0 , Ox7e, 0xc3, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, 0xc3, O x l e , 0x0 0 , 0x00
0x0 0 ,
{0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 }, 












0xc3, 0x03, 0x03, 0x7f, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Ox7e, 0x0 0, 0x00
0x0 0 ,
{0x0 0 ,
0x0 0 }, 




0x0 0, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x0 0 , 0x0 0,
0x18, 0x0 0 }






0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, 0x0c, OxOe, OxOe, 0x0 0, 0x00




0xc6, Oxcc, Oxf 8 , Oxf 0, Oxd8 , Oxcc, 0xc6, OxcO, OxcO
{0x0 0 ,
0x18,
0x0 0 , 
0x78},
0x7e, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18









0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, Oxfc, 0x0 0, 0x00














0x03, 0x7f, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x7 f, 0x0 0, 0x00









Oxfe, 0x03, 0x03, 0x7e, OxcO, OxcO, 0x7f, 0x0 0, 0x00




Oxlc, 0x36, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, Oxfc, 0x30, 0x30














0xc3, 0xe7, Oxff, Oxdb, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x0 0, 0x00









0x60, 0x30, 0x18, 0x3c, 0x6 6, 0x6 6, 0xc3, 0x0 0, 0x00




Oxff, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, OxOe, 0x06, Oxff, 0x0 0, 0x00
{0x0 0 , 
0x18,
0x0 0 , 
OxOf},










Oxf 0, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, Oxlc, OxOf, Oxlc, 0x18, 0x18
{0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x0 0, 0x06, 0x8 f, Oxf 1, 0x60, 0x00







fontOffset = glGenLists (128); 
for (i = 32; i < 127; i++)
{
glNewList(i+fontOffset, GL_COMPILE) ;
glBitmap(8 , 13, O.Of, 2.Of, 10.Of, O.Of, rasters[i-32]);
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glEndList();
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tf include "vpgraphics . h"
/*
/////
// Virtual Prototyping Software 
//
// David W. Manry
// Department of Mechanical Engineering 
// Louisiana Tech University 
/////
*/
GLfloat white[3] = {l.Of, l.Of, l.Of};
void normalizeVector(float v[3] )
{
GLfloat d = (float) sqrt(v[0] * v[0] + v[l] * v[l] + v[2] 
v[2 ]) ;
if(d == 0 .0 )
{
/* error("zero length vector"); */
return;
}
v[0] /= d; 
v[l] /= d; 
v[2 ] /= d;
)
void normCrossProduct(float vl[3], float v2[3], float out[3])
{
out[0] = vl[l] * v2 [2 ] - vl[2 ] * v2 [1]
out[1] = Vl[2] * v2[0] - vl[0] * v2[2]




glPushAttrib (GL_LIST_BIT) ; 
glListBase(fontOffset);
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spinO = (spinO + 30) % 360;
void movelightl(void)
{
spinl = (spinl + 30) % 360;
void cameraPositionO(void)
{
GLfloat position[] = {xLightO, yLightO, zLightO, dLightO} 
GLfloat light_ambient[] = { 0.2f, 0.2f, 0.2f, l.Of }; 
GLfloat light_diffuse[ ] = { 0.6f, 0.6f, 0.6f, l.Of }; 
GLfloat light_specular[] = { l.Of, l.Of, l.Of, l.Of}; 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_AMBI ENT, light_ambient);
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_DIFF(JSE, light_diffuse) ; 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_SPECULAR, light_specular) ;
glPushMatrix();
glRotated((GLdouble) spinO, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0);










GLfloat position[] = (100.Of, O.Of, O.Of, l.Of}; 
GLfloat light_ambient[] = { 0.2f, 0.2f, 0.2f, l.Of } 
GLfloat light_diffuse[] = { 0.6f, 0.6f, 0.6f, l.Of } 
GLfloat light_specular[] = { l.Of, l.Of, l.Of, l.Of} 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT1, GL_AMBIENT, light_ambient);
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT1, GL_DIFFUSE, light_diffuse) ; 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT1, GL_SPEC(JLAR, light_specular) ;
glPushMatrix();
glRotated((GLdouble) spinl, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
















glColor3f(0.Of, 1.Of, Cl.Of) ;
glNormal3f(l.Of, l.Of, 1 .Of) ;
glVertex3f(0. Of, O.Of, 0 .Of) ;
glVertex3f(4.Of, O.Of, 0 .Of) ;
glVertex3f(O.Of, O.Of, 0 .Of) ;
glVertex3f(O.Of, 4 .Of, 0 .Of) ;
glVertex3f(O.Of, O.Of, 0 .Of) ;
glVertex3f(O.Of, O.Of, 4 .Of) ;
glEndO ;
glColor3fv(white);
glNormal3f(1.Of, 1. Of, 1 .Of );
glRasterPos3f(4.Of, O.Of, 0 .Of) t
printString("X-axis ") ;
glRasterPos3f(O.Of, 4 .Of, 0 .Of) r
printString("Y-axis ") ;







GLfloat mat ambient [] = (1 .Of, l.Of,
GLfloat mat specular[] = {1 .Of, l.Of,
GLfloat mat diffuse [] = (1 .Of, l.Of,
GLfloat mat_shininess[] = {100.Of};
GLfloat light_positionO[] = {-5.Of, 5.Of, 5.Of, 1
GLfloat light_positionl[] = {-5.Of, 5.Of, -5.Of, 1,
GLfloat light_position2[] = { 5.Of, -5.Of, 5.Of, 1,
GLfloat light_position3[] = { 5.Of, -5.Of, -5.Of, 1.
GLfloat lmodel_ambient[] = {0.2f, 0.2f, 0.2f, l.Of};
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_AMBIENT, mat_ambient); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular); 
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_DIFFUSE, mat_diffuse);
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, mat_shininess); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_POSITION, light_positionO); 
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT1, GL_POSITION, light_positionl); 















glClearColor(0.Of, O.Of, O.Of, O.Of); 
glShadeModel(GL_FLAT); 
makeRasterFont();
void DrawViewVolume(GLdouble xl, GLdouble x2, GLdouble yl,






glColor3f(1.Of, l.Of, O.Of); 
glNormal3f(1.Of, l.Of, l.Of); 
glVertex3d(xl, yl, -zl) ; 
glVertex3d(x2, yl, -zl); 
glVertex3d(x2, y2, -zl); 
glVertex3d(xl, y2, -zl) ; 
glEnd();
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP);
glColor3f(O.Of, l.Of, l.Of); 
glNormal3f(1.Of, l.Of, l.Of); 
glVertex3d(xl, yl, -z2) 
glVertex3d(x2, yl, -z2) 
glVertex3d(x2, y2, -z2) 






GLfloat dl[3], d2[3], norm[3] 
GLfloat mat ambient2[][3] = { {O.Of, O.Of , O.Of} / // black
{0.33f, 0.33f, 0.33f}, // grayDa
{0.67f, 0 . 67f, 0 . 67f}, // grayLi
{1 -Of, l.Of, l.Of}, // white
{1 -Of, O.Of, O.Of}, // red
{O.Of, l.Of, O.Of}, // green
{O.Of, O.Of, l.Of}, // blue
{O.Of, l.Of, l.Of}, // cyan
{l.Of, O.Of, l.Of}, // magenta
{l.Of, l.Of, O.Of}, // yellow
{l.Of, 0. 5f, 0 .5f}, // pink
{ 0 .5f, l.Of, 0 . 5f}, // greenLight
{ 0.5f, 0. 5f, l.Of}, // blueLight
{ 0.5f, l.Of, l.Of}, // cyanLight





































void angleYSubtract(void) ; 
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void angleXSubtract(void)
{




































void SetCameraTranslation(double newValue) 
{
















void SetViewingVolumeFlag(BOOL flagValue) 
{
viewingVolumeFlag = flagValue;















// TODO: Modify the Window class or styles here by modifying 
// the CREATESTRUCT cs
// Add Window styles required for OpenGL before window is created 








// TODO: add draw code for native data here
// Make the rendering context current 
wglMakeCurrent(m_hDC,m_hRC);
// Call our external OpenGL code 
GLRenderScene(NULL);
// Swap our scene to the front 
SwapBuffers(m_hDC);
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void CVPView::OnBeginPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintlnfo* /*pInfo*/) 
{
// TODO: add extra initialization before printing
void CVPView::OnEndPrinting(CDC* /*pDC*/, CPrintlnfo* /*pInfo*/) 
{
// TODO: add cleanup after printing
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
////////
// CVPView diagnostics 
tifdef _DEBUG
void CVPView::AssertValid () const 
{
CView::AssertValid() ;
void CVPView::Dump(CDumpContext& dc) const 
{
CView::Dump(dc);
CVPDoc* CVPView::GetDocument() // non-debug version is inline 
{






// CVPView message handlers
int CVPView::OnCreate(LPCREATESTRUCT lpCreateStruct)
{
if (CView::OnCreate(lpCreateStruct) == -1) 
return -I;
// TODO: Add your specialized creation code here
int nPixelFormat; // Pixel format index
m_hDC = ::GetDC(m_hWnd); // Get the Device context
static PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR pfd = {
sizeof(PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR) , // Size of this structure
1, // Version of
this structure
PFD_DRAW_TO_WINDOW | // Draw to Window (not to bitmap)
PFD_SUPPORT_OPENGL | // Support OpenGL calls in window
PFD_DOUBLEB(JFFER, // Double buffered mode
PFD TYPE RGBA, // RGBA Color mode
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24, // Want 24bit color
0 ,0, o<ooo // Not used to select mode
0 ,0 , // Not used to select mode
0 ,0 , o o o // Not used to select mode
32, // Size of depth buffer
0 , // Not used to select mode
0 , // Not used to select mode
PFD _MAIN_PLANE, // Draw in main plane
0 , // Not used to select modeO
*»
o
o } ; // Not used to select mode
// Choose a pixel format that best matches that described in pfd 
nPixelFormat = ChoosePixelFormat(m_hDC, &pfd);
// Set the pixel format for the device context 
VERIFY(SetPixelFormat(m_hDC, nPixelFormat, &pfd));
// Create the rendering context 
m_hRC = wglCreateContext(m_hDC) ;











// TODO: Add your message handler code here




void CVPView::OnSize(UINT nType, int cx, int cy) 
{
CView::OnSize(nType, cx, cy) ;
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PIXELFORMATDESCRIPTOR pfd; // Pixel Format Descriptor
LOGPALETTE *pPal; // Pointer to memory for logical
palette
int nPixelFormat; // Pixel format index
int nColors; // Number of entries in palette
int i; // Counting variable
BYTE RedRange,GreenRange,BlueRange;
// Range for each
color entry (7,7,and 3)





// Does this pixel format require a palette? If not, do not 
create a
// palette and just return NULL 
if (!(pfd.dwFlags & PFD_NEED_PALETTE)) 
return;
// Number of entries in palette. 8 bits yeilds 256 entries 
nColors = 1 «  pfd.cColorBits;




// Fill in palette header
pPal->palVersion = 0x300; // Windows 3.0
pPal->palNumEntries = nColors; // table size
// Build mask of all l's. This creates a number represented by 
having
// the low order x bits set, where x = pfd.cRedBits, 
pfd.cGreenBits, and 
// pfd.cBlueBits.
RedRange = (1 << pfd.cRedBits) -1;
GreenRange = (1 «  pfd.cGreenBits) - 1;
BlueRange = (1 «  pfd.cBlueBits) -1;
// Loop through all the palette entries 
for(i = 0 ;  i < nColors; i++)
{
// Fill in the 8-bit equivalents for each component 
pPal->palPalEntry[i].peRed = (i »  pfd.cRedShift) & RedRange; 
pPal->palPalEntry[i].peRed = (unsigned char)(
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0 ) && (nChar =  VK_ UP) )
0 ) && (nChar == VK_ DOWN))
0 ) && (nChar == VK_ LEFT))
0 ) (nChar == VK RIGHT))
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if((::GetKeyState(VK_SCROLL) == 1) && (nChar == VK_RIGHT) &&












void CVPView::OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point)
{
// TODO: Add your message handler code here and/or call default 
int xPos = point.x; // horizontal position of cursor 
int yPos = point.y; // vertical position of cursor





void CVPView::ProcessSelection(int xPos, int yPos)
{
// Space for selection buffer
GLuint selectBuff[BUFFER_LENGTH];
// Hit counter and viewport storeage 
GLint hits, viewport[4];
// Setup selection buffer
glSelectBuffer(BOFFER_LENGTH, selectBuff);
// Get the viewport
glGetlntegerv(GL_VIEWPORT, viewport);
// Change render mode 
glRenderMode(GL_SELECT) ;
// Establish new clipping volume to be unit cube around 
// mouse cursor point (xPos, yPos) and extending two pixels 
// in the vertical and horzontal direction 
glLoadldentity();
gluPickMatrix(xPos, yPos, 2,2, viewport);
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// Draw the scene 
RenderScene();
// Collect the hits
hits = glRenderMode(GL_RENDER);
// If a single hit occured, display the info, 
if(hits —  1)
ProcessObject(selectBuff);
// Restore the projection matrix 
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 
glPopMatrix();







// How many names on the name stack 
count = pSelectBuff[0];
// Bottom of the name stack 
id = pSelectEuff[3];
strcat(cMessage,"\nSpecifically the moon.");





// TODO: Add your message handler code here and/or call default 
CView::OnTimer(nIDEvent) ;
}
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